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HYPERSONIC FLIGHT SiMU!ATION: AERODYNAMICS
by
J. Leith Potter
yon Karman Gas Dynamics Facility
_RO, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
?
In this lecture an attempt is made to partially assess the current
status and direction of laboratory simulation of the aerodynamics of
full-scale, hypersonic flight. Problems of simulation related to
establishing satisfactory flow fields and the determination of the _
basic aerodynamic quantities consisting of pressures, forces, and
moments, on scale models in these laborator# environments are dis-
cussed. In addition, some questions arising in extending scale-model
data to full-scale are noted. Other importBnt hypersonic simulation
problems are the subjects of later lecturers.
The Role of Aerodynamic Simulation
Inasmuch as the role of simulation in hypersonic aerodynamics
has always seemed rather clearly established, it was a temptation to
give that aspect of the subject only little attention. After all, the
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Wright brothers used a wind tunnel such as the replica shown in Fig.
i. However, opinions recently have been voiced which imply that
hypersonies as a research subject is rapidly losing its importance.
At the risk of assuming excessive authority, the speaker will venture
to place those remarks in which he believes to be the proper context.
More specifically, it does seem true that many of the problems
faced by designers of aerospace vehicles once again lie between the
subsonic and low-supersonic speed regimes. Examples may be found in
the landing of lifting bodies returning from space, drag reduction
of supersonic transports, inlet design for air breathing engines,
and transonic and supersonic aero-thermo-elastic problems, to name
only a few. There is now reasonably adequate understanding, though
not necessarily a design solution or precise method of calculation,
of most of the well-known hypersonic flow phenomena, e.g., low lift-
to-drag ratios and high heating rates. This circumstance exists, in
part, because of the degree of Mach number independence and the strong-
shock simplifications in hypersonic flow, the essentially perfec_gas
behavior which may be assumed in a large range of hypersonic aero-
dynamic problems, and a formidable effort involving skilled manpower
and experimental facilities. Thus, it is not unreasonable to conclude,
as others have done, that the unsolved problems in subsonic, tran-
sonic, and supersonic flow regimes deserve renewed attention. Further-
more, simulation facilities for these regimes are few in number and
sometimes inadequate when tests of unusual new configurations are
desired, e.g., V/STOL craft. On the contrary, if one overlooks several
B
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significant points, it may seem that hypersonic wind tu_mels pro-
viding M_h numbers of 5 to 25 are avsuilable in adequate numbers. The
significant points alluded to in the last sentence refer to the rather
genera/ failure of these current hypersonic tunnels to provide real-
gas simulation and the full-scale free-flight range of highest and
lowest Reynolds numbers.
Clearly, it may be said that certain by-passed aerodynamic pro-
blems related to lower-speed flight indeed deserve renewed attention
at the possible expense of effort in hypersonic areas. Also, except
for conditions of extreme Reynolds numbers, perfect-_as labor_tory
simulation facilities seem adequate. Development of facilities sub-
stantially simulating real-gas effects of super-orbital speeds and
permitting collection of _ll needed data represents _ great difficulty,
and much remains to be done. Following from these statements, the need
for constructicm of new hypersonic aerodynamic simulation facilities
appears diminished in the category of facilities which provide Mash
number but not extreme Reynolds number or real-gas simulation. On
the other hand, the role of newer facilities having the capability to
simulate less well explored areas of hypersonic aerodynamics cannot
beooverlooked when we know that the first craft planned to return to
Earth from lunar and interplanetary flights must be very conservatively
designed and inefficient owing to lack of precise aerodynamic data.
For example the severe requirements pertaining to guidance accuracy
for shallow-angle entry and aerodynamic braking in planetary atmos-
pheres may be relieved by further improvements in lift-to-drag ratios
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of hypersonic bodies. Also, there now exists roughly a + 40 percent
scatter in heat transfer rates measured at velocities above 20,000 fps.
As in the past, it is expected that simulation, more often only partial
simulation, in aerodynam/c laboratories will provide a large share of
the necessary knowledge.
Of course, it is obvious that ground based laboratories alone can-
not enable the accomplishment of every investigation. For example,
composition and properties of planetary atmospheres are better estab-
lished by flight of survey vehicles. Also, as long as groumd facilities
are deficient in speed generated, or in simulation of any other im-
portant parameter, certain free-flight experiments are needed. A most
interesting example is the use of recorded meteor luminosity and tra-
Jectory data to deduce heating rates as described by H. J. Allen in
Ref. i, pp. 1-41.
It may be assumed that the foregoing statements too strongly re-
flect one individual's personal beliefs. The lecturer is fortunate in
being able to refer to a written account of a panel discussion which
dealt largely with the role of simulation facilities (Ref. i, pp. 745-
778). Study of that source is recommended. Some of the strong and
weak points of laboratory simulation vis-a-vis full-scale free-flight
are brought out, and the substantial role of aerodynamic simulation in
future developments is clearly indicated in the discussion which is
reported in Ref. i.
No single type of experimental facility stands above all others.
Certain types of simulation devices have earned roles that will remain
well established although their further development seems of limited
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importance.Attentionis hereconfinedto facilities notnOWabund-
antlyrepresentedin thefamilyandwhichareneededto supporthyper-
sonicflight of aerospacevehicle.
FLOWFIELDS
Thissectionis devotedto discussingsomeof theproblemsof
creatingin a laboratorythetypesof flowfieldsnecessaryfor
adequatelysimulatingtheaerodynamicsof h_rpersonicflight. Asa
preludeto this task,it is obviousthattheflow-fieldconditions
expectedin full-scalefree-flightmustbeestablishedasaccUrately
aspossible,in afinedisplayof foresight,theorganizersof this
Conferencelaid thegroundworkfor this year'smeeting,beginning
withthe1961ConferenceonPhysicsof theSolarSystemandReentry
Dynamics(Ref.2).
Referencesi-I0", includingtheworkof many authors, represent
a few of the more general or documentary sources of information on
characteristics of flow fields and aerodynamic problems relevant to
hypersonic flight. .Many more references are listed therein. Although
not all of the included papers pertain to flow fields under hypersonic
conditions, knowledge useful in regard to low-density aerodynsmic
simulation also may be found in Refs. 11-14, which concern the past
*Here, as in other parts of these notes, no pretense of an ex-
haustive reference list is intended. Where possible, only more recent
publications are indicated.
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fourSymposiaonRarefiedGasDynamics.
Theremainderof this sectionis devotedto discussionof some
selectedproblemswhicharisein tryingto producelaboratoryflow
fieldsfor simulatingreal-gasandeitherhigh-or low-Reynoldsnumber
phenomenaunder hypersonic conditions. Actually, many of the com-
ments apply to general aerodynamic laboratory experimentation. Be-
cause so much has been written lately concerning simulation of real-
gas effects, the problems of simulation related to extremes in Reynolds
number, particularly low Reynolds number, will receive most attention.
This arrangement recognizes not only the areas of discussion wherein
the lecturer is afforded an opportunity to mention his own work, but
also the close connection between real-gas phenomena and the topics
of later lecturers. References are cited for more extensive and de-
tailed information.
Real-Gas Effects in Aerodynamic Simulation
Although not proposed to be discussed at any length in the present
lecture, it is impossible to ignore real-gas effects which are related
to other questions to be addressed at this time. Those not familiar
with the general subject of real-gas and nonequilibrium processes in
gas dynamics simulation will find numerous earlier sources of infor-
mation, e.g., the papers in the sections entitled "Experimental Tech-
niques" in Ref. 3 (particularly the paper by Hertzberg, et al. ) or in
Refs. i, 4, 5, and 11-19. The paper by Lordi and Mates, listed but
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notincludedin Ref.16,is of muchinterest. It hasbeenpublished
asRef.20. Subsequentlecturers will, no doubt, add to these ref-
erences.
Real-gas effects often would not be such a problem to aerodynam-
icists if thermo-chemical nonequilibri_n of the gas medium were not
encountered. Because the degree of ncmequilibrium is a function of
the number of collisions allowed among gas particles in a flow field,
both density and scale are important. Thus, the possibility of non-
equilibrium forces us to consider duplicating free-fli@ht flow fields
to an extent not previously necessary. Figure 2 shows the altitude-
velocity regime of nonequilibrium chemical_kinetics for conditions
representative of a blunt-nose stagnation region in the Earth's atmos-
phere. The lecturer knows of no complete sealing for ncmequilibrium
flow. Then, to produce the free-flight flow fields for cases falling
within the nonequilibrium regions, the laboratory facility must es-
sentially duplicate not only the flow-field conditions but also the
flow-field dimensions' While it may be shown that certain conditions
sometimes permit relaxation of this extreme stand in regard to sim-
ulation, the general situation is as difficult as the previous state-
merit implies. Figure 3, prepared by C. H. Lewis of AR0, Inc., shows
the map of isentropic stagnation pressures and temperatures correspond-
ing to flight in part of the regimes covered in Fig. 2. Comparison of
these figures leads to the immediate conclusion that the conditions
required for duplicating the higher free-flight speeds become im-
possible for conventional wind tunnels wherein a high-pressure, high-
temperature gas is expanded from a reservoir to hypersonic speeds.
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Thisis demonstratedbyFig.4, whichis representativeof
currentechnologyinsofarasoneof themajorproblemsin wind
tunneldesignis concerned.Eventheimpulse-typetunnelscannot
achievethelevelsof total pressureandtemperatured sired.There
is onetypeof facility that canfar exceedothersin this respect,
namelytheaero-ballisticrange.However,difficulty of measure-
inglocalflowquantitiesonthemodelor in its flowfield greatly
reducestheutility of aero-ballisticranges.Actually,anothertype
of facility shouldbeincludedin this category;thecounterflow
systemwherea gunfires amodelupstreamin theexpandedflowof a
shocktunnelhasmanyof theadvantagesandhandicapsof anaero-
ballistic range.Sincenoneof thesedevicesatisfyall requirements
andeachpossessescertainadvantagesanddisadvantageswhencompared
withothers,thereis needto useall types. It is notnecessaryto
dwellontheeconomicaspectsof constructionof largeor long-run-
ningwindtunnelscapableof highpressures,temperatures,andMach
numberssimultaneously.
Evenif it is acceptedthatfull matchingof flow-fieldconditions
is notnowfeasiblewhenthemorextremespeedsareof concern,much
troubleremainsin producingwindtunnelconditionsthatlegitimately
qualifyas"hypervelocity."If weconsiderthattermto denotespeeds
greatenoughto createsignificantreal-gaseffects,saydissociation
in theshocklayerof amodel,it is likely thatdissociationandvi-
brationalexcitationmustexistin thesettingsectionof thewindtunnel.
Undersuchcircumstances,it mayoftenbefoundtherecombinationor
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eventhespeedierrelaxationof vibrationdoesnotkeepacewiththe
decreasein translational and rotational temperatures as the gas ex-
pands down a hypersonic nozzle of reasonable length.
When one tests under conditions wherein nonequilibrium may be a
factor, calibration of the nozzle flow is more difficult and requires
far more work by the aerodynamicist. Some examples of calibration
procedures u_ed may be found in Refs. 16, 21 - 23. Low densities and
high Mach numbers further complicate the diagnosis of real-gas flows
because they make certain measurements difficult.
High reservoir pressures are the bes1_ medicine for nonequilibrium
troubles in wind tur_nel flows, but there are practical limits. Figure
5, available through the courtesy of J. D. Whitfield of ARO, Inc., shows
how the required wind tunnel reservoir pressure increases with test
section velocity if nonequilibrium is avoided or minimized. The
assumed gas is air and only oxygen dissociaticm is considered, afo
represents the mass fraction of oxygen dissociation. The method of
calculation is that of Bray (Ref. 22) and is based on the approximation
of _ sudden freezing process in the noxxie.
A way was suggested in Ref. 25 to account for the influence of
ambient dissociation of a simple 8/atomic gas, as might exist in a
wind tunnel using nitrogen as the test medium. _is method consists
of subtracting the ambient degree of dissociation from the free-flight
shock-layer dissociation under similar flow conditions. Another
scheme advanced to help the experimenter is the binary-scaling method
of Ref. 26.
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Analysis of nonequilibrium, high-enthalpy flows is complicated
by the necessity to take into account simultaneously the many reaction
processes and their interdependence. It has been suggested (Ref. 26)
that a scaling law for simulation of flows with coupled chemical
reactions is represented by the produce p L = const, when U =
const., if all chemical reactions occur through two-body, or binary,
collisions, In this case, L represents body scale (e.g., nose radius),
p_ = freestream density, and U = freestream velocity. This procedure
is said to automatically scale the corresponding inviscid, afterhody
flows correctly at a given Mach number if either the latter are frozen
or else the three-body recombination remains unimportant. Also, the
afterbody boundary-layer flow is correctly scaled by the same process
if atom diffusion dominates over recombination, correct surface con-
ditions are maintained, and velocity and Mach number are duplicated.
The foregoing examples show the large part of the operating map
of aerospace vehicles wherein nonequilibrium, real-gas influences
may exist, and the difficulty of duplicating flight conditions in
laboratory facilities. The next task is the evaluation of the im-
portance of these matters in the determination of aerodynamic per-
formance of full-scale free-flight vehicles on the basis of laboratory
experiments, i.e., is only partial simulation adequate? Fortunately,
the answer to this question often is a qualified yes, particularly
in regard to rarefied flows, which receive the most attention in
this lecture.
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SIMb-LATIONOFRAREFIEDFLOWFIELDS
It is thepurposeof this sectionto offersomeremarksonaero-
dynamicsimulationi theparticulareaseof low-density,hypersonic
flows. Consideringthescarcityof flight data,onecanonlypartially
assessthevalidityof laboratorydataat this time. Quitepossibly,
weareonthevergeof developmentswhichcouldprovidedatain a-
bundance.But,in viewof thecontinuingdeficiencyin detailedfull-
scale,free-flightresultssuitablefor critical comparisonwithtunnel
andrangedata,oneshouldnotanticipateanysuchsuddenchangein
circumstances.Con_nentspertainingto someaspectsof thesubject
follow,but first thepresentinterpretationsof theterms"low-density"
and"hypersonic"requirea fewwords.
Here,andin otherpartsof this lecture,"hypersonic"s taken
to meanfreestreamnumbers,M sufficientin regardto anyparticular
problemto approximatecloselytheconditionsof M>20. It is well
_knownthatthis requirementmaysc_etimesbemet_-henM_handin
othercasesit is necessarythatM> 20. Thelecturer_ishesto suggest
thatareasonablecriterionfor "low-density"is
A= l.h9Ml(Re=l in) =0 (0.02 in.).
where
A = mean free path in freestream
M = Math number
R® = Reynolds number
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NotethattheKnudsennumber,I /LNM /Re .
Other definitions, including those not involving dimensions, may be
proposed. However, note that unless a dimension is used in the de-
finition, any wind tunnel may be called a low-density tunnel because
of the evident possibility of using very small models to achieve very
low Reynolds numbers regardless of test section conditions.
To further examine the low-density criterion advanced here, note
that I = 0.02 in. when the altitude in the Earth's atmosphere is
approximately 220,000 ft. If, at that altitude, the velocity is 20,000
fps, then Re _20,000/ft and M /_ Re /ft_0.14. Neither blunt nor
sharp-nosed, full-scale bodies of typical size will experience pro-
nounced second-order effects of rarefied flow under these conditions,
but increasing altitude will bring on rapidly growing effects.
Unfortunately, the suggested criterion is not really as precise
as one would wish. The problem is much the same as that of defining
hypersonic flow, because a low-density flow need only be as rarefied
as the particular experiment requires. It is obvious that, by this
standard, only the indivdiual experimenter can decide if his is effective-
ly a low-density flow.
One additional remark concerning the flow regimes should be made.
Namely, because almost all cases of practical interest are character-
ized by the "cold-wall" condition, it is very desirable that low-
density wind tunnel tests simulate situations where wall temperature
is well below adiabatic recovery temperature.
• q
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Real-Gas and Nonequilibrium Effects in Rarefied Flow
Thermo-chemical nonequilibrium more often becc_es a factor when
low-density conditions exist. But a compensating feature in this
connection is that freezing of vibratory and dissociative energies
occurs more readily at low densities, making most of the rarefied-
flow regimes also essentially perfect-gas regimes. In the latter
case, mu_h may be accomplished with wind turmels -znd aeroballistic
ranges producing approximate Mach and Reynolds n?mmber sim_'_lation
without duplicating stagnation conditions or body dimensions. In
particular, pressures, forces, and moments, as well as heat transfer
rates, in many cases are little affected by real-gas phenomena. This
state of affairs is more understandable when the factors determining
heating rates and pressures are reviewed.
Heat Transfer Rate - A very large percentage of the total enthalpy
may be represented by a few percent dissociation. Heat transfer rates
are determined by the difference between the generalized recovery en-
thalpy and the thermal enthalpy corresponding to surface temperature.
To be more specific, consider the laminar, axis_tric, stagnation-
point, boundary-layer flow discussed by Rosner in Ref. 27, among others.
He shows that the heat transfer rate at the stagnation point is:
_= 0.763 _Uw_0-1 (_PeUe)0.5(prl,f ) -0.6 Ah_l +
_PeUe /
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The definitions of particular importance at this point are
Ah = (h e - hf,w) - (i - ¢) Ah chem, eq
¢ = (ae - _w ) /_e = Ah ehem / Ah chem, eq
h e = total enthalpy at edge of boundary layer,
including chemical contributions
hf, w = chemically frozen enthalpy at the wall,
i.e., thermal enthalpy based on wall
temperature
Ahchem = change in chemical ener_v content
across boundary layer
Ahchem, eg = equilibrium value of Ahchem
It follows that the major influence of chemical processes on _ is
represented by
and
Ah = (h e + hchem ' e - hchem, eq,e ) -
(hf,w + hchem, w - hchem, eq, w )
Ahchem = hehem, e - hchem, w
In otherwise equivalent cases, if recombination is completed to the
same degree and if Ah is equal, these results imply that _will be
equal regardless of whether recombination occurs in the boundary
layer or on the wall.
The importan_of surface catalylicity in connection with dis-
sociated freestream flows should not be overlooked. Boundary layers,
even at stagnation points, are expected to be essentially frozen
l •
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throughout practically all Of the low-denslty regime defined earlier
in these remarks, cf Eels. 6 and 27-30, but surface rec_nbination may
remain effective. Thus, even if low densities do not permit apprec-
iable vibratory excitation or dissociation behind shock waves, portions
or all of any energy content of the freestream related to vibration
and dissociation may be transferred to the body surface. Therefore,
if such energies are frozen in the expansic_ of flows from tunnel
settling chambers, they zust be accounted for in the interpretation
of test data.
An exa_ple of the effect of frozen dissocia±ion energy in the
expanding nozzle flow may be of interest. As an exploratory experi-
ment, W. H. Carden and J. T. Miller, colleagues of the lecturer, have
measured the results given in Table i. These data represent heat
transfer rates to hemispherical noses of electrical cooper in a heated,
slightly dissociated nitrogen strea_. Non-catalytic coatings of ortho-
phosphoric acid were aDplied to the cooper model as a viscous liquid
and allowed to c_e in the ttu_nel flow until a thin, solid coating
remained. _is was soft enough to be removable by wiping with emery
paper. The _ measured is the heat transfer rate for the entire hemis-
phere. Lees' distribution (ref. 31) is assun_d in conjunction with
Fay-Riddell theory (Ref. 32).
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Tablei
HeatTransferRatesin DissociatedFlowExperiment
RunI Run2
%meas.,cleansurface
_Fay-Riddell,100%recomb.
0.99 0.96
%meas.,coatedsurface
_Fay-Riddell,100%recomb.
o.67 0.63
_Fay-Riddell,0%recomb.
g'Fay-Riddell,100%recomb.
0.54 0.54
Toseeif theheatingwasreducedbymasstransferfromthecoat-
ingratherthanreducedrecombination,weconductedthesamet stat
equaltotal enthalpy,thoughsomewhatlowerimpactpressure,in a
flowknownfromourmeasurementsto havessentiallynodissociation
in thenozzleflow. In that casecoatingthenosehadnoinfluence
onheattransfer. Thus,webelievemass-transfereffectswereneg-
ligible afterthecoatingwas"cured."Priorto curing,therewasa
measurablevariationof heatransferatewithtime.
Wehavedatafromcalorimeterswhichprovidethevalueof total
i 8
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entalpyandcancomputetheactiveor equilibriumenthalpyfrom
knownreservoirandnozzlethroatconditionsandthenitrogenMollier
chart. Normally,thetunnelis operatedat higherreservoirpressures
andnoevidenceof dissociatedflowin thenozzlexists.
Pressure- It is easilydemonstratedthatnonequilibriunthermo-
chemicalprocesseswill affectpressuresand,therefore,forcesand
momentsonaerodynamicbodies.However,videnceof this is hard
to find in experimentaldata,andit is interestingto considerwhy
this is so.
First, regardlessof optimisticpredictionsof performance,most
hypersonicwindtunnelsareessentiallyperfect-gastunnels.Secondly,
onlyafewpercentdissociationexistsin theflowoverslender,sharp
bodiesin free-flightor tunnelflaws. _erefore,thenmmberof places
whereonemayfindrelativelystrong,aerodynamicevidenceof dis-
sociationis greatlyreduced.Onesuchplacewouldseemto bethe
stagnationregionsof l_lunt-nosedbodiesin flight at highspeeds
andat altitudeslowenoughto permitdissociationto occurin the
shocklayer. However,in thestagnationregionsofbodiesat hyper-
sonicspeeds,pressuresaremainlydeterminedbytheproductpU®2,
wherep_= freestresmdensityandUs = freestreamvelocity.Thum,
presenceor absenceof dissociaticmin theshocklayerwill notgreat-
ly affectthis pressure.
If theexpansionaroundabluntbodywithappreciabledissociation
in thestagnationregionis a frozenexpansion,undersuitableconditions
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pressureswill differ widelyfromthosecorrespondingto anequilibrium
expansion(ef Ref.30). It appearsthatthis is themodelto inves-
tigateif onewantsto seenonequilibriumeffectsonpressures.How-
ever,basedonthedefinitionof low-densityflowgivenearlier, it
is impliedthatblunt-nosedflowswithappreciabledissociationi
theshocklayerarenotlikely to beaprominenttypeof low-density
flow because, except at the lower part of the altitude range, densities
may be too low to enable dissociation to occur in the shock layer. What
does occur presumably will remain largely frozen thereafter (cf Refs. 28
and 33).
From the foregoing, it appears that flight under hypersonic, low-
desnity conditions should be relatively free of real-gas effects because
thermo-chemical processes will most often be frozen. This means that
perfect-gas tunnels simulating Mach and Reynolds numbers with cold-
wall test conditions are suitable for most work.
Aeroballistic ranges appear to have some utility for investigation
of real-gas influences because they offer a means of producing high
speeds in low-density gases of known, controlled composition and the
binary scaling rule can be applied. The obvious handicap resulting
from having no direct, data-transmitting connection to the model and
difficulty of launching complex models at high speed, of course, greatly
reduces the advantage that would otherwise be gained by use of ranges
for study of real-gas effects.
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Some Typical Problems of Low-Density Flow
The last section certainly falls short of a complete analysis
of nonequilibrium effects, and the present section must be equally
incomplete. Insofar as validity of test data or degree of simulation
is concerned, if one assumes that necessary molecular speed ratios and
Knudsen numbers are achieved, there remain questions such as those con-
cerning molecular speed distributi_, gas-surface interactions, and the
techniques of accurate measurements in high-speed, possibly non-
continuum flows. These topics are sometimes so related that they can
be demonstrated in one example. The thermal transpiration phenomenom
is somewhat of this nature (see e.g., Ref 3h).
Thermomelecular Flow in Tubes - _is phenomenon has received relatively
little attention in aeronautics. It may became important in such tasks
as the measurement of very low pressures by means of a typical setup
whereby the orifice at the point where knowledge of the pressure is
desired is connected to the measuring instrument by a tube of small
diameter. If F_u_en number is sufficiently large and there is an
appreciable temperature gradient along the tube, the condition of zero
mass flux along the tube does not correspond to equality of pressure
along the tube. Thus, the measurement is in error. The most recent
research on this subject has been reported by Arney and Bailey (Ref.
34). A typical example of the results of their investigation is given
in Fig. 6.
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Figure 6 represents a case where pressure at the cold end of a
tube is three-fourths the pressure at the hot end when the Knudsen
number is i0 and the temperatures differ by a factor of 1.955. In
the course of these experiments, four weeks' time was allowed for out-
gassing the apparatus which was maintained under vacuum at elevated
temperature during this period. Approximately + 5 percent scatter is
indicated by the data at higher F_nudsen numbers, but it is noteworthy
that this experimental scatter corresponds to only about + _.5 micron
Hg. Based on data such as these, charts for use in estimating the
thermomolecular flow correction have been prepared (Ref. 33).
Gas Surface Interaction - The lecturer believes that the problems of
simulation and measurements in noncontinuum flows go deeper than the
mere production of high-speed, very-low-density streams. There are
questions related to surface cleanliness which affects accormnodation
coefficients (Refs. 12 and 35). All tests in wind tunnels thus far
involved models with "engineering surfaces" -- a term believed to have
been coined by physicists to denote unclean surfaces. It may be added
that the origin of the term is no more obscure than the specific de-
finition of such a surface. However, a considerable difference may
exist between, say, heat transfer rates to bodies cleansed of all
foreign gases and other matter and the usual type of wind tunnel model
in noncontinuum flows. Obviously, accommodation coefficient may vary
with time of exposure of the surface to low-pressure environment.
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Otherpeculiaritiesof rarefiedflowmaybementioned.Forex-
ample,at sufficientlyhighspeeds,therecoil forcesof8]olatingboO
materialmaybesignificant. Pressuresalongtheaxesoforificesmay
be variable even in the absence of temperature gradients in the orifice
walls if temperature gradients exist in the gas at the orifice entrance.
This latter phenomenon is discussed in a recent paper (Ref. 36).
Orifice Effect - A problem m_y arise when it is attempted to measure
pressures on a solid surface in rarefied flow by the usual method in-
volving an orifice in the surface connected to a pressure transducer.
The pressure at the surface and that in the orifice cavity wiil be
equal, only if there is no heat or momentum transfer, or other net
fluxes to or from the surface at the orifice. By utilizing a two-
stream M_ellian velocity distribution, a relation between measured
pressure, Pi' true pressure on the surface, Pio" and heat transfer
rate, _, was derived in Ref. 36 for a case where only heat transfer
was considered to contribute to the orifice effect. The theoretical
analysis was limited to very large Knudsen numbers, i.e.,
lw/d >> I
where
I w = mean free path bBsed on wall temperature
d = Orifice diameter
An experiment was devised to extend the investigation to low Knudsen
numbers, thereby enabling the drawing of curves to be used in correct-
ing experimental data. A typical result of applying the data of Ref. 36
is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Several points of interest are apparent in Fig. 7- First, it
may be observed that measured static pressures increased roughly 30
percent as orifice size increased in these examples. Further, it is
inferred that much larger orifices would be necessary to avoid the
orifice effect. Also, the predicted curves are in close agreement
with the experimental data.
Nozzle Design - Although it is not the only design problem connected
with low-density, hypersonic (LDH) wind tunnels, nozzle design is im-
portant and interesting. If we consider that the model LDH tunnel
should have heated flow, then there is not only the problem of cal-
culating boundary-layer thicknesses but also that of throat heat trans-
fer rate.
Some high-enthalpy wind tunnels, not necessarily LDH type, in-
corporate conical nozzles, which are cheaper to build and less
sensitive to off-design operating conditions. However, conical nozzles
normally have undesirable axial gradients in flow properties through
the test section. Such gradients often are not prohibitive if blunt-
nosed, short (bluff) bodies are being tested, but appreciable errors
may be incurred if slender bodies are tested, cf Ref. 37. Figure 8
taken from Ref. 37, shows an example of the error incurred. More re-
cently, C. H. Lewis of ARO, Inc., has calculated the pressure dis-
tribution on cones in both parallel and diverging flow by the method
of characteristics. The results of these more refined calculations
also indicate large errors when long bodies are tested in conical
nozzle flows with axial gradients (Ref. 38).
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Themethodusedto designcontourednozzlesforthearc-heated,
continuous type LDH Tunnel (L) in the von Karman Facility combines
an "inviscid core" calculated by the method of characteristics and
a boundary-layer correction whereby the displacement thichuess, 6",
is added to the core radii, rec , to yield nozzle wall radii. Although
it is somewhat surprising that the simple addition of displacement
thickness suffices when 6*> r excellent results have been obtained
ec •
thus far. Nozzles for _annel L look almost conical because of the
large boundary-layer corrections, as illustrated in Fig. 9- Calib-
ration results for the nozzle of Fig. 9 have shown that computed and
measured displacement thicknesses are in very good agreement. There
is no axial gradient in the test section of this nozzle, and radial
uniformity in the inviscid core is also excellent.
Pumloing Systems - It is not intended to discuss the engineering of
pumping systems, although they are of utmost concern in connection
with larger LDH tunnels. Rather, the opportunity is taken to emphasize
the important benefits of diffusers, which were considered to offer little
pressure recovery in low-density flow until it was shown (Ref. 3, pp.
599 - 62h and Ref. 39) that sufficient recovery could be attained to
enable large savings in pumping system cost to be realized. Figure l0
illustrates the variation of diffuser efficiency with Reynolds ntmber.
Coupling diffusers with use of overexpanded nozzles (Refs. 39 and 40)
J
von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF), Arnold _gineering Development
Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).
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allowspressureat theentranceof thepumpingsystemto be15to 20
timesgreaterthanstaticpressurein thetest sectionof thenozzle.
Dr.RayChuanof CelestialResearchCorporationhasprivatelycommun-
icatedto thelecturertheinformationthatcryopumping,i.e., boundary-
layerfreezing,in diffusersfurtherenhancestheir performance.
Otherproblemswhicharisein workwithLDHfacilities will be
apparentin thefollowingsection.Someof thesearedueto smallmodel
sizeandlowaerodynamicloadsin existing_pilot facilities.
Some Results from the AEDC - VKF Low-Density H_personic Tunnel
To illustrate some of the practical reasons for studying LDH
flows, a few results are presented.
Heat Transfer - Total heating rates of various blunt-nosed shapes have
been measured in Tunnel L (Ref. hl). Total heat flux (Btu/sec) to the
entire nose was measured and converted to average heat transfer rate
per unit area by dividing the total heat flux by the wetted area of
the nose. Results for the hemispherical shape are shown in Fig. ii.
The data in Fig. ii are normalized by dividing the measured rates by
those calculated from a theory for flows corresponding to higher Reynolds
numbers. In the calculation, the theory of Fay and Riddell (Ref. 32)
was used to obtain heating rate at the stagnation point, and the theory
of Lees (Ref. 31) was used to obtain the distribution of heating rates
around the hemisphere. The data in Fig. ii clearly show the effects
of reduced Reynolds numbers.
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Theresultsofthreetheories(Eefs.h2,h3,andhh)applicable
for lowReynoldsn_mbersareshowni Fig.ll for comparison.Qaali-
tativeagreementis evident,butsomedifferencein actualvaluesexists.
It shouldbenotedthatthetheoriesonlyyieldthestagnation-point
heatingrate. Lees'distributionwasassumedin conve_ingthese
theoretical,stagnation-pointvaluesto averagevalues.Thus,the
comparison is possibly slightly qualitative for that reason. There are
data for low Reynolds numbers showing Lees' distribution to be close
to the experimental.
Dr_- Both sharp- and blunt-nosed cones have been tested to determine
drag under low-desnity conditions. A water-cooled, sting-type balance
capable of resolving drag forces on the order of 0.OO1 lb was used. The
marked effects of combined low Reynolds number and high Mach number are
illustrated by the data presented in Fig. 12. It may be seen there that
the drag coefficient at M //Re® = 0.3 is roughly three times the value
when M // Re = 0 for the more bluff body and 12 times greater for the
more slender body. For a 15-ft body at orbital velocity, this oonditlon
of M//Re = 0.3 would exist at approximately 300,000-ft altitude.
More slender bodies, such as delta wings, tested in Tunnel L have yielded
drag coefficients nearly 20 times greater than their essentially inviscid
values.
Through use of the low-density, hypersonic wind tunnel of the yon
Karman Gas Dynamics Facility, drag of spheres has been messured under
hypersonic, cold-wall, support-free conditions in a nonreaeting flow
in which molecular vibration was frozen (Ref. h5). Data were obtained
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for a nominal freestream Mach number of ii and for Reynolds numbers
from 1 to i0 based on conditions i_muediatel_ downstream of an assumed
Rankine-Hugoniot type of normal shock and sphere diameter. Fhoto-
graphs were taken of the tracks of small spheres falling through the
test section of Tunnel L and being deflected by the drag force, which
was calculated by knowledge of the mass of the sphere, time interval,
and distance between the images on the photo. These data were sup-
plemented by measurements at a nominal Maeh number of l0 where a
conventional balance was used, and Reynolds numbers downstream of
the shock as high as 104 were investigated in the cold-wall condition.
The experimental results have been analyzed both from the point
of view of continuum flow with second-order viscous effects and from
the standpoint of a noncontinuum concept, taking account of first col-
lisions between re-emitted and freestream molecules. Results are shown
in Fig. 13.
Shock Waves - An experimental investigation has been made to determine
the pressure distribution, shock shape, detachment distance, and wave
thickness for spheres, and the latter three characteristics for flat-
bodies in heated argon where Mach number was from 4 to 14, stagnation
temperature was from 1900 to hlO0°K, and Reynolds number downstream of
the normal shock waves was 25 to 225 based on radius (Ref. 46). The
purposes of this investigation were to determine the validity of the
various theories available for predicting the above properties in the
low- flow regime and to extend available data to lower Reynolds
numbers.
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Whenargonis usedastheworkingas,at thenozzlexit and
somedistancedownstreamthereis aclearlyvisible, light-blueJet
surroundedin moStcasesbyapinkglow. Thisnaturalglow,thought
to becausedbyradiationfr_nrelaxingmetastableatcms,enabledthis
studyof theshockpropertiesin frontof spheresandflat-faced
bodiesto bemadebysimplyphotographingtheflowfield, whereinthe
brightnesswasproportionalto thenumberdensityof radiatingatoms.
Photographsof theshocksgeneratedbythespheresandflat-
facedbodieswereanalyzedwithaphoto-densitometerto determinethe
shockshape,detachmentdistance,andwavethickness.
In Fig. lh theresultsof themeasurementof shockdetachment
distancefor spheresat differentwall-to-stagnationtemperatureratios
is shawn.It will benotedthattheshockdetachmentdistanceis a
functionof Maahnumber,Reynoldsnumber, wall temperature, and body
shape. A study of the magnitude of the shock-wave and boundary-layer
thicknesses indicates that in these tests these layers were incipiently
or fully merged. As the Reynolds number decreases, the shock detach-
ment distance increases to values more than double the "inviscid"
values. Also, for the bodies where the wall-to-stagnation temperature
ratio is 0.1, there is evidence to confirm the decrease in shock de-
tachment distance to a value less than the inviseid value, as predicted
by Ho and Probstein (Eel. hT), before the increase as mentioned above
for the lower Reynolds numbers.
Three-Component Measurements - The effect of rarefied flow on drag of
representative bodies has been illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. Other
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aerodynamicforcesandmomentsal oareaffected,andit is desirable
to determinetheseonthebasisof experimentsbecausethetheoretical
computations notyet sufficientlyreliable.
Figure 15 relates the viscous interaction parameter,
M / C /Re , to vehicle size and altitude above Earth for a typical
gliding atmospheric entry trajectory from orbital or lunar excursions.
At altitudes of roughly 300,000 ft, forces may be roughly 1/50 their
values at 200,000 ft, but considerations of stability and lift-to-drag
ratios are none the less important in some cases. Therefore, de-
signers have need for aerodynamic data of the type forthcoming from
more common wind tunnel tests. To explore the problem and with the
hope of gaining a capability for measuring lift, drag, and pitching
moment, colleagues of the author have developed the balance described
in Ref. 48. A photograph of this remarkable device is shown in Fig,
16, and a sample of data obtained from a short, blunt conical model
is shown in Fig. 17. This model is of interest as a possible Mars
probe or Earth satellite. Because the forces and moment measured are
more indicative of the balance performance, Fig. 17 gives those data
instead of the usual coefficients. In this experiment, based on match-
ing Reynolds numbers, n altitude of 316,000 ft. was simulated under
hypersonic, cold-wall conditions.
Viscous Interaction - The hotshot and shock tunnel, impulse-type wind
tunnels, and the continuous-type, LDH Tunnel L have been used to in-
vestigate pressure distribution on sharp-edged flat plates under
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conditionsof pronouncedviscousinteraction.Examplesofdatafrom
theVKFhotshotandLDHtunnels,aswellasdatafromothersources
soonwill bepublishedbyJ. D.WhitfieldandH.E.Deskias,ARO,Inc.
Apreliminaryexampleis showni Fig.18. It may be noted that these
data, which extend into the region of appreciable slip flow, did not
display such relative],v good agreement until the method of Ref. 36
was applied to correct for orifice effect. This correction re-moved
discrepancies of up to h5 percent in pressure coefficients.
SIMLV_ATING CONDITIONS OF HIGH P_YN_ OLDS NLKv_ER$
Much less is included in this section than in the preceding ones
which concerned phenomena and simulation problems related to low
Reynolds numbers. Really serious efforts to produce large Reynolds
numbers under hypersonic conditions seem to have taken second place,
in most laboratories, to efforts toward higher Mach numbers and ve-
locities. Lately some indications of renewed interest in facilities
providing high Reynolds numbers have seen manifest. Special tests in
impulse-type tunnels recently have been arranged so that high Mach
number is sacrificed in return for higher Reynolds number. However,
the higher Reynolds n_rmbers have been achieved with 5<M <15, so the
Mach numbers are comparable to large continuous-type tunnels where
M <_I0 and typical maximum Re /in. = 2 x 105 . Figure 19 represents an
attempt to summarize the current Reynolds and Mach number relationship
with regard to hypersonic wind tunnels using air or nitrogen gases.
The tunnel described by Perry (Ref. 16, pp. 395-h22) is said to be
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capableof Re/in. = 1.5 x 105 at M = 18 for run times of two to
perhaps ten milliseconds. On rare occasions hotshot-type tunnels
have produced Re /in. = 0.85 x 105 at M =19.
Viewing Fig. 20 and comparing the typical trajectories shown in
Fig. 2, it is evident that very high Reynolds numbers may characterize
flows on relatively low-drag, heavy bodies during important portions
of their descent. For example, a body moving at 18,000 fps at i00,000
ft altitude has a freestream unit Reynolds number of 1.6 x 105 per in.
Corresponding, Mach and Reynolds numbers attained at the edge of the
boundary layer on a 10-deg half-angle cone would be approximately 9.2
and 3.6 x 105 per in., respectively• These two cone surface flow con-
ditions are not impossible to simulate in present laboratory facilities
but it is necessary to examine the other requirements for natural bound-
ary-l_ver transition and turbulent flow under the influence of factors
present in high-speed flight. For example, the ratio of wall temperature
to adiabatic recovery temperature, Tw/Taw , usually is considered a sig-
nificant parameter in such studies, and, in the free-flight example
cited, it would be approximately 0.i. However, by far the largest
obstacle to creating these conditions in a wind tunnel exists because
of the tendency for Reynolds number of boundary-l_ver transition, Ret,
to increase markedly as Mach number increases, whether T <<T or not.
w aw
For the case T w _ Taw , this is shown by Fig. 21, which is taken from
Ref. 50. Supporting data from various sources may be seen in Ref. 51.
Actually, comparisons of this type are highly qualitative, for reasons
too numerous to discuss here (see, e.g., Refs. 52 and 53), but Fig. 21
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servespresentpurposes.Data,forthecaseTw<<Tawarelessplentiful,
butRef.51providesanindicationthattheratioTw/Tawma_notbeau
extremelyimportantfactorwhenlocalMachnumberxceeds,say5 or6.
In theabsenceof moreplentifuldataforthehypersoniccase,the
latter mayberegardedasa conservativeassumptionn thepresent
context,i.e., Ret for a cooledwallnormallyexceedsRet for ana-
diabaticwall. Then,returningto Fig. 21 and assuming Re t to re-
present the "end" of transition, one would estimate that Ret_5 x l07
under conditions described earlier for the sharp cone.* Therefore, using
the value of unit Reynolds number of 3.6 x 105 in. -1, the distance from
the apex of the cone to the end of transition, i.e., fully developed
turbulent boundary-layer flow would be at least l_0 in. or nearly 12
ft. Few hypersonic wind tunnels are large enough to accept such a
large model. From Fig 21, note that transition would begin at about
one-seventh of this length or a little less than 2 ft from the nose of
the cone. Thus, nearly the entire cone would be covered by a trans-
itional boundary layer. As pointed out in Ref. 5h, this is typical of
hypersonic flows and it adds to the experimenter's woes. To quickly
understand some of the reasons why it is difficult to build wind
tunnels which simultaneously produce high Math and Reynolds number
conditions, a few of the problems are briefly outlined.
In Refs. 50 and 54 it is shown that Re t on a sharp cone at M = 3 is
more nearly 3 times the value of Re t on a flat plate or hollow cylinder.
However, this factor has not been considered here, partly because its
omission is consistent with the estimate of a lower possible value of
Re t and partly because it is not certain that it applies under the
conditions being discussed.
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MachandReynoldsnumbersin thenozzleof atunnelarerelated
to reservoirpressure,Po'andtemperature,To,suchthat, for fixed
reservoirconditions,increasingM lowersRe. FoxfixedPoandM,
increasingTolowersRe. NowtheminimumTois establishedbythe
needto avoidliquefactionof thegasmediumwhenit expandsto low
temperatureandhighM. Fora perfectgas,thestatictemperatureat
M®is
T =To/[i + (y-l) M2/2]
where y= ratio of specific heats
Thus, when M >>i, T _ To/M 2 , and it is evident that high M requires
high T o if T is not to fall below the liquefaction line. Recently
there seems to be growing acceptance of the feasibility of allowing
T to be well below the conventional limit, as indicated in Fig. 22
from Ref. 16, p. 335. In other words,the liquefaction rate seems slow
enough to effectively displace the change-of-phase boundary in hyper-
sonic nozzle flows. Nevertheless, the requirement to avoid liquefaction
presents an obstacle to the combining of high reservoir pressures with
low reservoir temperatures to achieve a higher Reynolds number at a
given Mach number. Of course, it also should be noted that the throat
heat transfer problem influences the relation between Po and To, and
the lack of adequate data on viscosity and other properties of air at
low temperatures discourages acceptance of very low T ° for aerodynamic
work.
The hypersonic wind tunnel using helium as the working fluid has
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been developed because the low liquefaction temperature of hellion
largely remove the liquefaction barrier Just discussed. (See, e.g.,
the paper by Henderson in Bef. i, pp. 163-190. ) However, the fluid
properties are considerably different from air, making it questionable
if inviscid and viscous fluid flow effects can be simulated simul-
taneously when using helium to test configurations with complicated
flow fields involving strong shocks, separated flows, and shock-
boumdary layer interference. Simpler messurements of, say, friction
drag on slender, sharp-nosed bodies may be carried out with air closely
simulated.
Aeroballistic _-x_ngeswherein a model may be launched at very high
velocity into relatively dense air offer possibilities for study of
boundary-layer transition under hypersonic, cold-wall c_ditions. (See,
e.g., the paper by Charters and Curtis in Ref. i, pp. 37!-h0h, and Refs.
55 and 56). The range is attractive because of high attainable Reynolds
numbers (see Fig. 19), low ambient air turbulence, the possibility to
achieve high Maeh numbers, and the cold-wall condition of the model.
Disadvantages are rather obvious, e.g., the model may pitch and yaw,
optical methods must be relied on for transition detection, under some
conditions the model may ablate, and it is difficult to launch and
separate sabots frc_ complex models. The range is almost essential for
studies of wakes far downstream of bodies, regardless of Reynolds
numbers of interest.
Counterflov, range-plus-tunnel, facilities offer some of the same
advantages as ranges, but they also suffer most of the same disad-
vantages as the range in addition to those pertaining to impulse-type
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tunnels. Very high relative velocities have been proved feasible and
unit Reynolds numbers up to 5 x 106 in -i at 35,000 fps are attainable
according to Ref. 57. Seiff, in Ref. 57, suggests that relative ve-
locities as high as 50,000 to 60,000 fps m_y be reached in the next
five years. This performance is an indication of the reason why
counterflow facilities are intersting.
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Because of contemplated exploration of other planets, aerodynamic
simulation of the atmospheres of these planets has become a concern of the
aerodynamicist. Some studies of lift, drag, and stability have been
accomplished, e.g., Refs. 58-60. In Ref. 58, a blunt-nosed, axi-
symmetric cylinder with a flared afterbody is shown to yield different
static-stability derivatives in different, unmixed gases, the static
stability increasing as ratio of specific heats, y, increases. One
infers from these data that y is the dominant variable, because it
appears that the results were the same in argon and helium.
Reference 60 reports tesys of two blunt, conical bodies in air and
in gases composed of varying amounts of nitrogen and carbon dioxide,
mixed to simulate atmospheres of Mars and Venus. Both a very blunt
cone of 10-deg half-angle and a moderately blunt(nose radius = 0.5
base radius) cone of 15-deg half-angle were tested. It was concluded
that drag coefficients of these bodies were not perceptibly affected,
even when comparing data where N2>97% with data where C02>78%. The
very bluff body experienced a slight decrease in stability in the
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medium with the percentage of C02 large (=85%), i.e., the trend was
in qualitative agreement with results of Ref. 58 described above.
However, the moderately blunt cone appeared to beccme slightly more
stable in the case where CO 2 was the major constituent (>78%). Sta-
bility of both models seemed little different when CO 2 = lh% and N 2 =
86% and when N2>97% or when the gas was air. Seiff (Ref. h, p. 29)
has suggested that configurations which generate embedded flow fields
(i.e., fields containing secondary shock waves) are mere sensitive to
gas composition.
CLOSING I_
Although not intending to undertake to catalog all known means
for hypersonic aerodynamic simulation, the lecturer wishes to close
this discussion with a few remarks an certain particularly relevant
types of facilities. In doing this, examples are drmm-n from the AEDC-
VKF complex.
Continuous - or Intermittent-T_WindTunne]
The continuous-or intermittent-type hyperscmic tunnel employing
a resistance-type electric heater or a storage heater and capable of
8<M < lh must be accorded a full share of the credit forour present
knowledge of hypersonic aerodynamics. A good representative of this
class is AEDC-VKF Tunnel C, shown in Fig. 23. Capable of M = l0
(later 12) and having a 50-in.-diam. test section, this tunnel has
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beenusedin thedevelopmentof almosteveryaerospacesysteminvolving
hypersonicaerodynamics.Oneof thenoteworthyfeaturesof this tunnel
is its "bombbay"doorsopeningfromthetest sectionto acabinbelow.
Themodelsupportsystemwithdrawsthemodelintothis cabinfor cool-
ingand/oradjustmentswhilethetunnelcompressorplantcontinuesto
run. Atthechosentime,themodelandits supportsareinjectedinto
thetunnelflow. Thismethodhasprovedveryadvantageousfor measure-
mentsof heatingrates,databeingobtainedmorerapidlyandeconomically.
Furtherdescriptionmaybefoundin Ref.61.
Impulse-Type_ Hi_h-Enthalpy Wind Tunnel
The large, impulse-type tunnel of either the shock tunnel or hot-
shot variety also has provided a major share of the support of hyper-
sonic flight. Typically these are operated with M = 20 and with total
temperatures which place them in the border region of perfect-gas and
real-gas regimes. Hotshot-type Tunnel F of the AEDC is shown in Fig.
2h as a representative of this class. Numerous tests have been con-
ducted in connection with the development of aerospace vehicles and
also research on fluid mechanics. Papers by Lukasiewicz, Whitfield,
and Jackson in Ref. 3, pp. h73-511, and Ref. l, pp. 323-356, give
further information on the hotshot type of wind tunnel. At the present
time, studies of advanced shock tunnel designs are being conducted be-
cause of the apparent potential for improved performance offered by
the shock-heating process. Consideration is being given to the aug-
mentation of the shock tunnel driver by magnetogasdynamic acceleration.
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Low-Density, H_personic (LDH) Wind Tunnel
A major part of this lecture is devoted to descripti_s of low-
density flow research. While the wind tunnel used for this work can-
not be called typical, it is, none the less, mentioned here because of
its prominent role in aerodynamic studies of LDH flows. The present
AEDC Tunnel L, nc_ four years old, is quite small. Typically, the
usable, uniform core of flow in tP_ test section is l- to 2-in. di_m.
However, experience with this little, prototype facility ance again
teaches us how much can be learned from such a modest monetary in-
vestment.
Because this type of tunnel is not yet widely represented in the
world's laboratories but is beginning to appear in increasing numbers,
a sketch showing the main features of an idealized, typical LDH tunnel
is included as Fig. 25. It should be pointed out that various arc-
heated tunnels were used for heating studies preceding the advent of
the LDH-type "aerodynamic" wind tunnel. Flow quality and calibration
procedures were not of so much concern in these earlier facilities,
but high enthalpy was the main concern. For aerodynamic work, the
potential of the arc heater for high enthalpy has been subordinated to
achieve more steady, uniform flow of lower total enthalpy closer to
thermochemical equilibrium. Figure 26 is a photograph of AEDC-VKF
Tunnel L. More details may be found in Ref. 62. The possibility of
combining magnetogasdynamic acceleration with arc-heated tunnels is
receiving serious ccmsideration at several laboratories.
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Aeroballistic Range and Counterflow Facility
These two types of experimental facilities are related to such an
extent that both are combined in the few remarks made here. To better
illustrate each type, Fig. 27 is included. The very great length of
these facilities makes it difficult to obtain photographs clearly
showing their main features. Figure 27 is divided into three parts,
the top part showing a shock tube, the middle showing nozzle, test
section and dump tanks, and the lower part showing a launcher or gun.
Combining the top two components of Fig. 27 gives a shock tunnel. Com-
bining the bottom component with the middle part, excluding the nozzle,
gives an aeroballistie range. Putting all together, of course, yields
the counterflow facility.
Although very high muzzle velocities may be produced by modern
aeroballistic launchers, the peak launch accelerations (up to 106 -
107 g's) are so great that model and sabot structural problems arise.
In fact, if it were not for this obstacle, we might be telemetering
aerodynamic data from models in flight. Figure 28 is offered as a
summary of the current ability to launch models in ranges. Areas to
the lower left of the three boundaries represent achieved launches.
One can see why the aeroballistic range or the combined shock tunnel
and gun is attractive to aerodynamicists seeking closer simulation of
orbital and super-orbital flight. Practical problems of great diff-
iculty also are apparent, but further development seems to be worth-
while. Figures 29a and 29b show gun and shock tunnel components of
the pilot counterflow facility at AEDC-VKF. References pertaining to
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thesedeviceshavebeenmentioned_lier• e.g.,Refs.l, 15,16,
56•and57- OnemayalsofindmoreinformationongunsinRefs.
63-65.
Various• less-well-developedbutinterestingtypesoffacilities
couldbementioned,e.g., expansiontubes,highintensitymolecular
beams,_ndanyof severaldeviceswhereinaccelerationofionized
gasesplaysakeyrole. However_theselatter arestill in develop-
mentalstagesandhavenotyetplayedimportantpartsin aerodynamic
simulationwork.Free-flightresearchusingrocketboostermodels
mayberegardedassimulationi abroadersense,butit is beyond
thescopeof this dlsenssion.It is understoodthata laterlecture
will dealwiththis subject.
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CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER DURING REENTRY
AND ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR THEIR SI_JLATION
by
Thomas N. Canning
INTRODUCTI C_
Experimental engineering research has been largely devoted to
simulation, in the laboratory, of phenomena and systems which are diffi-
cult, for one reason or another, to reproduce in full-scale tests. The
success of these efforts at simulaticm in guaranteeing the final system
performance has been in direct proportion to the success in choosing
the proper parameters to be matched and to the exactness of scaling laws
derived for use in projecting to full-scale behavior. In the best of
all possible worlds one could always make his tests at the design condi-
tions using the complete system under consideration. One example will
suffice to show why this generally cannot be done.
The Apollo ccmm_and module will enter the earth's atmosphere at about
II kin/see and will, ave on board three people, whose value has been en-
hanced by recent ex_riences. If all of the bits and pieces as well as
the subsystems necessary for the mission have not been checked thoroughly
in the laboratory, the chances of the cemplete system operating are nil.
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Onebit of this systemwhich- thanksto hundredsof fairly cheap
laboratorytestsandscoresof carefultheoreticalstudies- assumesa
lesseningthreatto successi theheat-protectionsystem.It is to
this narrowpartof thevastcomplexof technologiesthatthepresent
discussionof simulationis devoted.SinceBrooksI hasdiscussedthe
studyof materialresponse,thepresentpaperis furtherrestrictedto
evaluationof expectedheatloads.
Theseheatloadsareconvenientlydividedintotwocomponentswhich
canusuallybetreatedseparately,convectiona dradiationfromJ_he gas
within the shock layer to the vehicle surface.
CONVECTIVE HEATING
The stagnation-point convective heat load on blunt hypervelocity
bodies has been treated extensively by many investigators, for example,
Lees 2 and Fay and Riddell 3 in the speed range up to i0 km/sec. Lees
has also related the heating elsewhere on simple bodies to that at the
stagnation point. Starting with the former problem we see, in Figure i,
that the heating rate normalized with respect to the body size and pitot
pressure is nearly a linear function of the driving potential, that is,
the difference between stagnation and wall enthalpy. As the flight speed
increases above about 9 km/sec, thetemperatures become high enough that
partial ionization occurs. The influence of ionization on convective
heating has been argued widely: the consensus of those theoreticians
who have used the transport properties predicted by Hansen 4 for hot air
is that the influence is fairly small; the controversy is essentially
settled by results of actual measurements of heating rates in two types
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of modern laboratory equipment. Figure 2 shows the experimental_ deter-
mined heating amd indicates that there is, at least, fair agreem_mt among
the experimemters.
Most of the data shown in Figure 2 were obtained by use of shock tubes ;
the remainder %_re collected from aeroballistic tests. The shock tube
consists of a tube containing a sample of test gas, s_y, air, and a driver
filled with gaS at high pressure (Fig. 3). When the d/_phragm which separates
the chambers is ruptured, a shock moves through the test gas simulating the
detached bow shock of a flying body. Instruments ms_ be placed around the
test area to study the physical and chemical changes wrought by the shock
cc_pression. The pertinent setup for the study of convection requires small
aerodynamic models to he mounted within the tube to sim,_late the hypervelocity
flow field. Thin-film resistance gages or thicker calorimeter gages are de-
posited on the models so that the history of surface te_perRture, and hence
heating rate, cam he determined. 5" 6, 7
The t_o moat popular shock-%ube configurations im use to_ are illustrated
in Figure 4. The simplest form (in the upper sketch) uses the flow Just be-
hind the incident w_ve _s the airstresm. This part of the gas flow is very
hot so that, even though its speed may be high, its Mach number is low and
the aerodynamics of the teat flc_ must be analyzed accordingly. This dis-
advantage is not serious _hem only the stagnation point heat tramsfer is
being measured or _hen the details of the flow field are yell known. The
other configurations _ill he discussed later. 0n_v a fraction of available
convective-heating data (ohtained in simple shock tubes} are Shown in Figure
2. As with most rapidly developing experimental techniques, the data scatter
unacceptably at the higher enthalpy, that is, velocity, levels. Most hut
not all of the apparent discrepancies are at least partially understood.
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If theresearchersu ingshocktubeshadbeencontentto useonly
thesimplestdesigns_thedescriptionof theresearchdonebythemmight
bemademorenearlycomplete;becausethesepeoplehavebeeninventive,
theemphasisis necessarilyputondescriptionsof othershock-tube
designs.
VariantsonSimpleShockTubes
ThefactthattheMachnumberin theflowbehindtheincidentwave
is low,evenwhenthewavespeedis veryhigh,haspromptedinvestigators
to employsimplexpansionnozzlesto cooltheair adiabaticallyaswell
asincreaseits speed.Bothof theseeffectsaredesirable,butthe
alreadyshorttest times,afewmillisecondsat best,arefurthereroded
bystartingandstoppingtransients.Astheshockandits followingas
samplestartsinto theexpandingtube,theexpansiona dccmpressionwaves
necessaryto maketheair adjusto thenewflowgeometrydevelop.Until
theflowhasbecomesteady,test resultsareof doubtfulvalue.
Theneteffectof this lossof testingtimehasbeengreatlyreduced
byintroductionof thereflected-shockhypersonic-nozzleconfigurationi
1_ideusetoday(seeFig._).
In this facility full advantagemaybetakenof thefactthatupon
reflectionof the initial wavefromtheshock-tubeendwall (theconvergent
partof thenozzle),thehotgasis broughtto restandheatedfurther.
Thisgasin thestagnationchamberadvancesslowlytowardsthenozzleand
is usedat lessthanone-tenthof therateit wouldbeusedwerethereno
constriction.Thesmallnozzlethroatalsomakesfeasibletheconstruction
ofmoderate-sizedhypersonicnozzleshavingverylargeexpansionratios
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(greater than i000) to accelerate the flow to high speed and low static
temperatures (hence high Mach ntlmber).
The thermo_ynsmic state in the test region is some_aat less perfectly
understood than that in the stagnation chamber because of possible non-
isentropic flow through the nozzle. This disadvantage is offset by the
great gain in steady flow duration. The testing done in these reflected-
shock-tube hypersonic tunnels may be made more representative of real f1_ght
because the Mach number, and hence inviscid flow phenomena, my be more
adequately imitated than in the simple, straight tube. The importance of
this simulation has been demonstrated in references 8 and 9, where it was
shown that the strong how wave of a blunt-nosed slender body, such as that
shown in Figure 5, m_y seriously impair the stabilizati_ afforded by flares
and fins. This effect arises fram severe changes in static and dynamic
pressure distributions _ the correspondence hetween pressure and heat load
shown by Lees leads one to expect similar complications here. It is safe
to say that if we are to simulate the heat-load distribution, we must
simulate pressure distribution. The utility of the reflected-shock,
hypersonic tunnel is well recognized for this reason.
A new entry to the field is the so-called expansion tube. I0 In this
device the steady expansion through the nozzle of the shock-tube wind
tunnel is replaced by an unsteady expansion into a nearly completely
evacuated tube. The stream velocity capability is approximately double
that of the nozzle-type facility. The steady flow duration Just ahead of
the unsteady expansion, on the other hand, is far shorter. Since the
exploitation of this concept is Just starting, it is difficult to predict
its success. It is anticipated that simple extensions of shock-tube tech-
nology will make it very useful.
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Ballistic Facilities
The course of imitation taken in shock-tube testing, that is provid-
ing a fast-moving hot or cold airstream, is a natural extension of older
conventional wind-tunnel technology. A completely different approach has
arisen from recent evolution of ballistic-range techniques. Development
of guns capable of firing test bodies at speeds up to i0 km/sec provides
us with the opportunity of observing actual flying bodies in the laboratory.
By suitable adjustment in test parameters it is possible to simulate in
vatting degree most of the important governing phenomena. These hyper-
velocity projectors are called light-gas guns because they commonly use
hot compressed hydrogen as a propellant. Differences in detail inevitably
exist, but the schematic in Figure 6 shows the essentials of the best guns.
A small charge of gun powder is used to propel a heavy piston through
the pump tube, thereby ccmpressing the hydrogen it contained to peak pres-
sures estimated to exceed 20,000 atm. As the pressure rises past about
1,000 atm, a thick steel diaphragm separating the pump tube from the launch
tube ruptures and opens in four petals; and the hydrogen propels the model
at accelerations exceeding a million g's to velocities exceeding l0 km/sec.
The piston is arrested in the conical transition between the two tubes.
These guns can launch well-designed models of remarkable complexity with-
out damage, as will be discussed later.
The principal uses in defining the convective-heating environment
expected in hypervelocity flight have been by detection of the onset of
ablation of metal models as a measure of local maximum total heating rate,
by calorimeter measurements of the total heat transferred to models which
do and do not ablate, and by measurement of the surface-temperature histories
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of themodels with on-board thermocouple circuits.
These techniques have been described in references 11 and ]2 but
will be outlined herein for completeness. In the first method the many
shadowgraph pictures taken of the model during its flight are studied to
determine the time at which melting of the surface first cc_menced (see
Fig. 7)- This melting permits material to flow into the va_e, where it
can cast a shadow in the pictures. The analysis of the data consists of
finding the theoretical prediction of heating rate which predicts the
observed phen_nena. This method has been checked directly against heat-
transfer measurements in shock tubes and other facilities and found to
be reliable. Subsequently, tests have been performed at flight speeds
above ll km/sec (Fig. 2).
At launch speeds below about 6 Mm/see the small models used in these
studies do not begin to melt, but simply absorb the heat. The second
method method of measurement uses a calorimeter, into w_ich the model
drops, to memsure this heat input. The _pp_ratus used is sholn in
Figures 8 and 9. The model, after leaving the light-gas gun, flies
along the ballistic range until it decelerates to lo_ speed and is caught
in the laminated paper-model catcher. It then drops into a calorimeter,
_here the heat increment is measured. By combining measurements made
at a variety of muzzle velocities the variation of total heating with
speed is deduced.
The third method of convective-heat-transfer measurement is the use
of telemetered signals from the model to antennae along the flight path.
Active FM telemetry has been developed for this work, but has not been
usable in the speed range of interest because the acceleration loads
are too great. A passive system has been developed using the principles
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indicatedin FiguresI0 andii. In this caseamodelcontaininga com-
pletethermocouplecircuit, includingafour-turncoil, is fired at high
speed.ThesurfaceJunctionis heatedandtheresultingemfproducesa
magneticfield. Thisdipolefield, passingthroughthepickupcoils,
producessignalswhichcanbeanalyzedto determinethetemperaturehis-
toryof thesurfaceandhenceheatingrate. Thistechniquehasbeenused
to measurestagnation-pointandafterbody-heatingratesonbluntbodiesat
speedsupto 5.6km/sec.
RADIATIVEHEATING
Asmentionedarlier, theheatingenvironmentalsoincludesradiative
transportof energyfromthehotshocklayerto thesurface.Sincethe
consequencesof radiationareproportionatelymoreseverethanconvec-
tion, in termsof materialremovalfromtheheatshield,it is necessary
thatwemeasurethis sourcefairly well for high-speedflight. The
radiationis a consequenceof excitationof internaldegreeof freedom
of thegasmoleculesandatoms; if de-excitationoccurspontaneously,
ratherthanbyvirtueof collisionswithotherparticles,radiationis
emitted.Athighspeedsthis radiationbecomesanimportant,perhaps,
dominant,heatloadonlargebodies.
Theemissionandabsorptionspectraof thermallyexcitedgaseshave
beenstudiedintensivelyin recentyears.Severalpaperspecializingin
thermalradiationfromair13' lh, 15agreeacceptablyin thespeedrange
whereradiativeheatingis small. Thesesamediscrepanciesbecomeun-
acceptablewhenconsideringflight at 15km/sec.Figure12summarizes
resultsfromsomeof theexperimentalandtheoreticalworkbasedon
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shock-tube and ballistic tests. A simple application of these data to
flight of a bluff bod_, i meter in radius, at i0 km/sec at 60 _n. altitude_
shows an expected radiative heat load of about 200 vatts/sq cm. This is
probably not too serious, but the precipitous increases with increasing
speed impels us to pin down the answers more precisely. The chief
experimental tools for this work are shock tubes and ballistic ranges.
This is not to sa_ that no other facility can supply a hot-gas ssmple for
study_ the chief Justification advanced here is that the thermodynamic
state of the gas in these two types of test is quite precisely known and
relatable to full-scale flight _ since the mode of heat addition to the
gas is identical to that in flight, we have even more confidence. For
these tests the shock tube was historically first and in same aspects the
more versatile facility.
Returning to the shock tube, Figure 13, we see that, as the incident
wave passes through the test section, it usually duplicates the normal
shock ahead of a hypervelocity blunt body. The absolute spectral emission
from the gas behind the wave front c_n be determined fron groups of
radiometers placed to look through the test volt,he. It has been found
possible to survey with sufficient spatial resolution to unravel same of
the chemical changes within the reaction zone behind the _ve front. As
these net reactions cease, on reaching equilibrium, the radiameter m_asure-
ments yield the type of data on which Figure 12 is based. The reaction
zone itself has attracted much interest as well because the higher-than-
equilibrium temperatures result in radiation in excess of that which
would have been emitted had equilibrium been achieved instantaneously.
The chief advantages of the shock tube lie in the near-perfect
duplication of the essentially one-dimensional flow along the stagnation
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streamline near the shock. Only at very low air densities do the tube
walls interfere directly _ith the flow near the middle of the tube. On
the other hand, all measurements of radiation are distorted by emission
and absorption in the turbulent, nonuniform contaminated shock-tube
boundary layer. It has proven very difficult to keep contamination at
acceptable levels in many studies.
Much of the fundamental research on absolute emissive power of
particular radiating species and the reaction rates in the flow Just
behind wave fronts has been done with shock tubes. Recently precise
techniques have been devised for these studies in ballistic ranges.
Radiation from ccmplete three-dimensional flow fields is also measurable
in these tests.
Essentially the hypervelocity ballistic test gives us a small object
of known shape flying at known speed through a gas of selected properties.
Within _ulte broad limits it is possible to simulate the physical, chemical,
and thermodynamic properties of flows about full-scale vehicles. 16 The
thermal radiation from these flows has been studied for several years at
Ames Research Center. In these studies the absolute spectral emitted
power is measured with radiemeters mounted near the flight path of the
model. The bandpasses of these devices are made narrow enough to make
meaninKful engineering measurements of heating rates hut too wide to
identify radiating species. An example of such data for flight at ballis-
tic-missile speeds, taken from reference 17, is shown in Figure 14. The
general verification of the predictions at short wavelengths is clear_
the dependence of the infrared on model material is seen to be strong.
This latter point is a whole field of study in itself and heyond the scope
of this paper. The implications in the fields of radiative transport may
be seen.
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Thesemeasurementsweremadewithassortedphotc_ultiplier-filter
combinationsandareusedto deducetheradiaticmperunitvolumeat the
gas-capstagnationcc_ditic_s.Thesefiguresmaythenbeappliedpoint
bypointwithinthecalculatedshocklayersof thefull-scalebodyto
estimatecompleteradiativeheatloads.
Recently,asimpliedabove,IReishasusedthehot-stagnation-region
gasonballistic modelsasaradiationsourceandunusualmeasuringtech-
niquesto obtaintheabsoluteband-systemstrengthsof severalmolecular
species.18 Thespectralresolutionis sufficientin theseteststo make
accurateindependentmeasur_nentsof thetransitionprobabilities,oneof
thefundamentalpropertiesnecessaryfor rigorouspredictionof absolute
spectral_nissivepo_erat conditionsdifferentfr_nthoseof thepar-
ticular test.
It hasprovento hepossibleto calculatetheoreticallythespectral
distributionof relativeintensityof remarkablycc_rplexbandsystemsof
molecularradiators.Recoursemustbehadto eIperimmntif heabsolute
strengthsareto heknown.In practicethefactornecessaryto achieve
agreementhet_eentheoryandexperimentis found.Thisfactormaytake
theformof atransitionprobabilityor f--number.
Therequiredspectrawereobtainedphotoelectricallyb meansof a
time-of-flightscanningspectrometer.Thisdeviceis shownschematically
in Figure15. Asthemodelf ies by in thefocalplaneofthecollecting
mirror,theluminousgascapactsasamovingentranceslit, sweepingout
thespectrumof theshock-heatedgasontheexit slit. (Thatthegas
capis theonlysourceof radiationin theflowfield andis indeedslit--
like in formis showni atypical£mage-converterphotographof aplastic
model_Fig. 16.) The energy passing through the exit slit of the scanning
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spectrometeris divided;95percentpassesthrougha splitterplateand
onto thecathodeof anRCAIP28multiplierphototube.Theoutputof
this multiplierphototubeis recordedonanoscilloscopeandyieldsa
continuouslyrecordedspectrumoverawavelengthrangedictatedmainly
bythegeometryof thesystem.Forthetestsreportedin reference18,
thewavelengthrangewasasa rulefrom0.290to 0.430_.Figure17shows
atypicaloscillogram.Theremaining5percentof theenergypasses
througha narrow-bandi terferencefilter (100_widebetweenthe5G-percent
responsepoints)andontoaDumont6935multiplierphototube.Theoutput
of thisphototubeis displayedonanoscilloscopewhichasbeentriggered
soasto start sweepingsimulataneouslywiththeoscilloscopewhichre-
cordsthespectrum.Theauxiliaryoscillogramthusallowsa specific
wavelengthto betransposedto theoscillogramdisplayingthespeetr_.
Suchwavelengthtranspositionwasfoundto herepeatablefromshotto shot
to +i0_.
Thetime-of-flightscanningspectrometerwasconstructedbymodifying
aFarranduv-visf/3.5gratingmonochromator.Alargeopeningwascutin
themonochromatorhousingin theregionof the intendedentranceslit
andthestandardcollectingmirrorwasreplacedbya sphericalmirror
whichfocusedat thecenterof thetest chamber.Further,thenewcollect-
ingmirrorwasmaskeddownto a rectangularslot to improvedepthof field
andto insureuniformilluminationof thegrating. Therise timeof the
completesystemwas25nanosecondsandwasdictatedbytheoscilloscope.
Anotherinstrumentwasdevisedin orderto measurethespatialdis-
tributionof radiationoverthefacesof bluff models.Thesemeasurements
wereneededin orderto substantiatecalculationsusedin analyzingthe
abovetest results and also to describe more completely the real distribution.
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Theinstrumentin pointrequiredthatanearhead-onviewof themodelbe
imagedon a plate having ti_y orifices opening onto a phototube (Fig. 18).
The system effectively registers any light radiated fram area sources along
the optical axis. As the model flies by the optical axis, a scan of the
shock layer occurs. Auxiliary equipment is used to determine where on the
model the scan occurred. In this manner the actual distribution of radi-
ative heat load can be measured. More recentl,v head-on photographs (Fig.
19) have been taken successfully using image-converter and Kerr-cell-
shutter cameraS.
These photographs have been analyzed, using step-wedge filters for
film calibration and microdensitometers for exposure measurements, to
yield similar heat-load distributions. The agreement betweem the two
systems is good. The advantage of the dissector is that it involves
fewer experimental steps ; the advantage of the mhotographic system is
that is permits complete determination of the distribution rather than
a few scans.
VELOCITY AUGMENTATION
Since tests at speeds above 7 or 8 km/sec are difficult in purely
ballistic facilities, we have superposed a countercurrent airstream which
can move as fast as 5 km/sec. This airstream is in a reflected-shock,
hypersonic-wind-tunnel test section and the models are fired upstream
(Fig. 20). Some data have been obtained in this manner at flight speeds
above 13 km/sec. 19 The most reliable of these data, where the flov fields
were known to be in equilibrium, extend above 12 km/sec (Fig. 32}.
The chief advantages of this test facility lie in excellent simulation
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of velocity,Machnumber,Reynoldsnumber,completeflowconfiguration,
anddegreeof equilibrationof all binary-scaledchemicalndphysical
changes.
In still-air tests, it hasprovenpossibleto reducecontamination
to negligiblelevels; alsonostreamboundarylayeris presentto distort
theresults. In air-ontestsit appearssimpleto reducecontamination
to acceptablelevels. Thedrawbacksarethatdataextractionis notsimple;
mucheffort is requiredto advancetheinstrumentsandtest techniques.
Thedurationof observationsis typicallyaboutamicroseconda the
attitudeandconditionof themodelmustbeaccuratelyregisteredbecause
it cannotbepredicted.Thethermodynamicsimulationof theflowalong
streamlinescanbequitenicelyduplicated,butit hasasyetbeenimprac-
tical to studyindividualstreamtubesashaseffectivelybeendonein
shock-tubeflows.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Theuseof shocktubes,ballistic ranges,andcombinationsthereof
in simulationof convectiveandradiativeheatloadshasbeendescribed.
Thecomplementaryn tureandthehighlyindependenttechniquesu edin
thesefacilities lendgreatstrengthto theresearchresultswherethey
agree.Theshortcomingsof thesefacilities aresuchthat, if possible,
bothshouldbeappliedto importantproblems.Whenall-outperformance
is required,thecombinationf thetwocanclearlyprovideadvantages.
Thatheseadvantagesarebecomingmorewidelyrecognizedis demonstrated
bytheconstructionof newfacilities at ArnoldEngineeringDevelopment
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CenterandBoeingCompau_,Seattle,similarto thoseinserviceatAmes
ResearchCentersincethelate1950's.
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Figure i. Theoretical laminar convective heating at stsgnation point of
hypervelocity spheres.
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Figure 2. Experimental laminar convective heating at stagnation point of
hypervelocity spheres.
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Figure 3- Simple shock tube.
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EVALUATION OF MATERIALS IN LWTRY HEATING SIMULATION
by
William A. Brooks, Jr.
NASA - Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
The basic objective in designing thermal protection systems is the
provision of sufficient material to protect the vehicle structure and
cargo from the severe heating encountered during entry into a planetary
atmosphere. Conservative designs that may ec_promise the mission objec-
tive should be avoided. Ideally Just enough material to ensure success-
ful entry should be provided. The degree of success that is achieved by
adhering to this philosophy is entirely dependent upon our knowledge of
the entry environment and the manner in which the various materials re-
spond to the environment.
The importance of avoiding excessive heat shield weight can be under-
scored by reference to figure 1 (ref. 1). Of course, the basic problem of
reentry is the dissipation of a vehicle's energy in a controlled and accept-
able fashion. This figure was prepared to qualitatively demonstrate the
influence of thermal protection weight upon the useful payload capability.
The ordinate is energy in Btu/lb and the abscissa is velocity, cover-
ing the range of concern for manned vehicles and planetary probes. The
solid line is the kinetic energy per pound of vehicle which must be
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dissipatedat eachvelocity. Fortunately,mostof theenergyis absorbed
bytheatmospherewhichenvelopstheenteringvehicle.Atmost,onlya
fewpercentof thekineticenergyis transferredto thevehiclein theform
of heat. Thelowercross-hatchedbandrepresentshetotal heatloadper
poundof vehicle.Theloweredgeof thebandcorrespondsto lessthani
percentandis typicalof theheatloadfor aballistic reentry.The
upperedgeis about3percentof thekineticenergywhichis typicalfor
lifting entryvehicles.Atthehighervelocities,radiativeheatransfer
fromthehotgascapbecomessignificantandincreaseswithvelocity,re-
sultingin largeincreasesin heatload. Thecross-hatchedhorizontal
bandrepresentstheenergyabsorbingcapabilityof thermalprotection
materialsandrangesfrom2,000to 20,000Btu/lh.
Nowif thevehicleheatloadis equalto theheatshieldenergyabsorb-
ingcapability,that is, thetwobandscoincide,thenthevehiclemustbe
constructedntirelyof thermalprotectionmaterialin orderto survivethe
heating.Therefore,thedifferencebetweenthetwobandsindicatesthe
amountof vehicleweightwhichcanbedevotedto functionsotherthan
thermalprotection.Asvelocityincreases,theusefulpayloadcapability
becomessmaller,andthematter of excessive heat shield weight becomes
more critical.
REQUIREMENTS FOR DUPLICATING THE ENTRY ENVIRONMENT
If it were possible to duplicate the reentry environment in ground facil-
ities, the manner in which thermal protection materials respond could be more
precisely determined and better heat shield designs would result. However this
is not generally the ease and usually one must resort to a partial simulatlon_
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Figure2 shows the flight regions of immediate concern in an altitude-
velocity plane (ref. 2). Regions are shown for Apollo, ICBM's, Mercury,
and Dynnsoar. A slight broadening of the Dynasoar band will result in a
region which is typical of hypersonic gliders. Future planetary explor-
ation vehicles will result in a region whose lower bound may he as much as
50,000 feet below the Apollo region near escape velocity, extending off-
scale to the right.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show some of the wind-tunnel characteristics that
would be required to produce exact flow duplication (ref. 2). First con-
sider the chamber pressure required (fig. 3). Pressure curves have been
superposed on the flight regions shown in figure 2. The technology of
building pressure vessels of the size required by a wind tunnel and pumps
probably provides a pressure limitation s_newhere between 104 and 105 psi.
In any event, the limitation is remotely removed from the point of maximum
heating for Apollo which is about 32,000 fps.
Figure 4 shows the mass flow rate that would be required per square foot
of test section. It can be seen that the required flow rate is not a strong
function of entry velocity but is influenced by the simulated altitude.
The small and moderate flow rate curves pass through the Apollo region. How-
ever, a very substantial flow rate is required for the ICBM region.
Figure 5 shows the heat energy required per square foot of test section
to provide a duplication of enthall_y. It is to be noted that this is the
energy in the air and that the energy supply must be 2 to 3 times as great
because of the losses incurred during transfer to the air. At the higher
altitudes where small and moderate mass flow rates are adequate, the energy
requirment can be met without difficulty. However at the lower altitudes
which require large mass flow rates, the power requirement is prohibitive.
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At theNASALangleyResearchCenterwiththeexistingpowerdistribution
system,it is possibleto drawamaximumof i00megawatts.Assumingabout
50percentefficiency,adevicewithi squarefootof test sectioncould
bepoweredat anenergylevelthatwouldapproximatelycoincidewiththe
lowerboundof theApolloregion.
Exactduplicationof thestagnationflowconditionis outof thequestion,
mainlybecauseof thepressurerequirements.
FACILITIESFORSIMULATINGCONVECTIVEHEATING
Thetypeof facility mostcommonlyusedto evaluatethermalprotection
materialsi thatwhichutilizesanelectricarcfor addingenergyto the
gasstream.Figure6 showsthecapabilitiesof arcfacilities presently
beingused.In this figure,thelimitationsof presentfacilities havebeen
plottedin termsof arcchamberpressureandenthalpy,thetwomostimportant
parametersin anarc-heatedwindtunnel(]ref.3).
Oneof theprincipalfactorsthatlimits thecapabilitiesof present
facilities is theenergylosseswhichresultfromthermalradiationfrom
hot,high-pressuregasesto thewallsof thearcchamber.Thisproblemarea
hasnotyetbeenwellresearched.Perhapsamorefundamentaldifficulty
is the inabilityto sustainanarcin amovingasstreamat highpressures.
Anotherproblemarearesultsfromthecoolingrequirementsfor the
nozzles.Thedashedline is anestimateof apracticalimitationand
approximatelycorrespondsto nozzleheatingof i0,000Btu/ft2-sec.
Thestringentrequirementsof exactduplicationof high-velocityentry
is indicatedfor thealtituderangeof i00,000to 300,000feetandquite
obviouslywill notbeachievedwithpresent_echniques.If oneis willing
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to relax the Mach number requirement and settle for a partial simulation, the
indicated shaded area results. Even this partial simulation of a low-alti-
tude flight cannot presently be achieved for high-entry-velocity situations.
This point can be made more directly by superposing the exact and
partial simulation capabilities of present facilities on the flight regions
as shown by figure 7. Our attempts to simulate all the quantities of interest
cover only a small portion of the flight regions.
As yet no mention has been made of size and it is pertinent to point out
that certain of the entry effects such as heating rate, aerodynamic shear,
etc., are dependent on the size and geometry of the specimen. Further com-
plications result because the mass flow characteristic of presently available
facilities greatly limits the size of the specimens.
So one is confronted with partial simulation of a few of the entry heat-
ing parameters in a given test, a scaled-down specimen, but generally with
full-scale heat shield materials. It is not possible to model with a differ-
ent material because of the dissimilarity of material response in a given
environment. The heat shield material thickness is generally not scaled
because a given heating environment requires a given thickness regardless of
the specimen size.
The usual technique is to conduct a series of tests in each of which
a few parameters are simulated. Then analysis or other test results are
employed to indicate the degree that the interaction between the parameters
influences material response.
Figure 8 shows the test stream configurations commonly employed for
materials testing with are air heaters (ref. h). Free Jets, which exit to
the atmosphere, are used in both subsonic and supersonic arrangements. The
pressure at the model is atmospheric pressure or greater. The splash
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techniqueis thesimplestandoneof themorecommonlyusedtechniques.The
heatedstreamandthespecimenaresizedsothatthestreamimpingesonthe
specimenratherthanenvelopingit. Thisconditionaffordsasimulationof
stagnation-pointheatingconditions.Someattentionmustbedevotedto
preventingheatflowintothesidesof thespecimenif stagnation-point
heatingis to berealisticallysimulated.Thesplashtechniqueis utilized
in materialscreeningandevaluationprogramsandin instrumentationstudies.
Thearetunnelarrangementis utilizedfor theconsiderationf locat-
ionsotherthanthestagnationpoint. Thestreamis expandedanddischarged
intoanevacuatedplenumchamber.Expansionf thestreamresultsin the
capabilityof envelopingratherlargespecimenswithahotgasstream.The
pressureat thespecimencanbelessthanatmospheric,thussimulatinghigh
altitudes.
Thetechniqueof shroudingthetestmodelis utilizedto producesubsonic
flowaheadof themodel.Withagivenmassflow,moreof thehotgasescan
bebroughtintocontactwiththespecimen.Theresultis thatfor agiven
flowsituationlargerspecimenscanbetested. Thistechniqueis employed
to studytheeffectsof pressuregradientsandotherphenomenaassociated
withtwo-andthree-dimensionalst gnationareas.
Thepipeflowtechniqueconsistsof utilizing thetest specimenin the
formof asimpleor internallycontouredpipethroughwhichthegasstream
flows. Thismethodof testingmaterialshasbeenusedto determinetheeffects
of flowonthetestmaterial.Theshapeof thepipeandtheflowparameters
canbeselectedsothatturbulentflowresults. Thustheinteractionbetween
anablationmaterialandturbulentflowcanbeinvestigated.
|
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FACILITIES FOR SIMULATING COMBINED RADIATIVE AND CONVECTIVE HEATING
Up until the present time, entry velocities have generally been suffi-
ciently low that entry heating has been essentially a convection process.
For entry near earth satellite speed, the radiative component is negligible -
except for the ICBM's which plunge deep into the atmosphere. As the entry
velocities becc_e greater, the air in the bow shock Is_er becomes excited to
the point where it beeches a powerful source of radiative heating. At es-
cape velocity, radiative heat transfer is a significant part of the heating.
For planetary exploration vehicles that reenter the earth's atmosphere at
very high speeds - well above escape velocity - radiative heating can be-
ccme the dominant mode.
At present, most of the experimental research on thermal protection mate-
rials is carried out in facilities that provide only convective heating. Arc
image furnaces are used to provide radiative heating oD/y. It is a generally
accepted view that even in those cases where radiative heating is the dcILimeust
mode sc_e convection at the heated surface is required for proper simulation.
Only in a few instances have there been attempts to provide combined convec-
tive and radiative heating.
The next few figures show known existing devices for providing combined
heat. Figure ii shows a device used at Langley (ref. 5]. A resistance
heated graphite sleeve was placed in tandem with the output from an arc Jet,
providing radiative inputs to the specimen up to 200 Btu/ft2-sec. This
device is unsatisfactory because the Jet stream consusmes the graphite heater
resulting in frequent replacement. In addition, because of the presence of
large amounts of carbon in the stream, the chemistry at the surface of the
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ablatingspecimenis notcorrect. Lastly,theradiativeratesavailableare
nothighenough.
TheAmes Research Center is using a device (ref. 6) which couples an
arc image furnace to a small arc Jet, producing the radiative rate shown in
figure 12. The output from the carbon are is refocused on the specimen by
means of mirrors with the output being controlled by a shutter, screen, and
filter arrangement. An advantage of this type of arrangement is that the
radiative and convective heating are independently controlled. However, the
radiative rate shown represents about the maximum that can be achieved with
arc image furnaces.
Another device is shown in figure 13. This device is employed by the
General Electric Company and is essentially a long constricted are (ref. 7).
The test gas is heated by the arc and expelled into the plenum chamber and
through the nozzle. The model is positioned so that it receives radiative
heating from the arc and the plenum chamber gases. The maximum radiative
rate is obtained when the specimen completely blocks the flow and the by-
pass port is used to discharge the heated air. By selective positioning
of the specimen and adjustment of the bypass port, various combinations of
convective and radiative heating are obtained. The technique involves the
use of the same arc to provide both radiative and convective heating. The
disadvantages are the relatively low radiative rate and the coupled control
of convective and radiative heating.
Figure 14 shows a device which reportedly affords a very high radiative
heating rate. In this device the material specimen serves as the chamber
that confines the arc which radiates directly to the test material. The
radiative rates are calculated to be as shown. However, the only gases
involved are those generated _hen the test material decc_poses. These gases
k Ill
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exit aroundtheelectrodesasshownandreportedlyproducea stagnation
areatypeof flowat thecenterof thespecimen.It is evidentthatthe
convectiveh atingandthesurfacechemistryarenotcorrect.
In anotherversionof thetechniqueof usingthetestmaterialto con-
finethearc,thearcandtest gasesarepassedthroughacylinderof test
materialwhichconfinesthearcandthegasflow. Thetestmaterialthus
constitutesaportionof theconstrictor.
Thereareshocktunnelsbothexistingandproposed,modifiedin various
ways,that producegoodsimulationof thehigh-speedthermalenvirommemt.
However,testingis restrictedto verysmallmodelsandto test times
measuredin microseconds.Thus,althought eshocktubefacilities are
extremelyvaluablein researchc_thephysicsandchemistryof air, they
areof little valuefor testingmaterials.Theoneknownexceptionis the
CornellAeronauticalLaboratory'sWaveSuperheater.Thes_perheaterwhich
utilizes asequentialfiring of mamyshocktubesprovidesgoodsimulation
upto aboutM= 14 withtest timesasgreatas15seconds.
RESPONSEOFABLATIVEMATERIAL$TOSIMUI_TEDENTHYENVIRO_4_I_
Researchhasshownthattwoof theimportantcharacteristicsof agood
heat shield material are the ability to sustain high surface temperatures so
as to reject heat by reradiation and good insulative properties so as to de-
lay heat penetration to the interior of the vehicle.
Charring Ab fat ors
A class of materials which has been shown to have these characteristics
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aretheso-calledcharringahlators.Charringablatorsfunctionin avery
complexmanner.In additionto beingrelatedto eachother,thebasicproc-
essesandmechanismswhicharebroughtintoplsyareintimatelyrelatedto
theaero-thermalenvironment.Thereforethetypeof test simulationi -
fluencesthematerialresponse.
Someof thedetailsof acharringablatorareshowni figure15(from
ref. 8). Thecharringcomposites,in general,consistof plasticresins-
suchasphenolic,epoxy,andsilicone- filled withorganicor inorganicmate-
rials in the form of powder, fibers, or cloth. On the left are typical
layers which result during ablation. At the bottom is the structural sub-
strate to which the virgin composite is bonded. Above the virgin material
is the pyrolysis zone at which, due to the influence of heat, the virgin
material decomposes into gases and a carbonaceous residue. As the decom-
position proceeds, the carbonaceous layer, or char, reinforced by the filler
materials builds up to an appreciable thickness. Finally, if glassy filler
materials are used, a melt laser may exist.
On the right are some of the processes which take place during ablation.
Pyrolysis takes place at the relatively low temperature. Thus the potential
for heat conduction is not very large and if the diffusivity of the virgin
material is sufficiently low the temperature response of the structure is
slow. When pyrolysis takes place the degradation process serves as a heat
sink. Kowever the heat of degradation is generally small compared to the
amount of heat that must be accc_modated overall by the ablator. The
pyrolysis gases percolate, or transpire, through the char picking up heat
in the process. There is also a possibility that reactions may take place
between the gases and the chars or between the various gaseous species.
Within the char, conduction of heat toward the pyrolysis zone is partly
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canceledby action of the transpiring gases. The gases are then injected
into the boundary layer, thereby blocking convective heat transfer to the
surface. As the char layer becomes thicker the surface temperature rises
and a large amount of heat is rejected by reradiation to space. The char
is then eroded by thermal, chemical, or mechanical means such as sub-
limation, oxidation, or removal by aerodynamic shear.
Basic equations governing the response of charring ablators are shown
in figure 16. At the top, the surface energy balance, or boundary condition,
is given. The convective heating is reduced by the hot wall correction and
the blocking effect of the transpiring gases. Next is that portion of the
radiative heating which is absorbed. For present materials, this is usually
most of the radiative heating because the reflectivity of the charred surface
is low. The next term is the heat input which results from the oxidation
of the char. There m/ght also be another term here which results when the
pyrolysis gases undergo a hc_ogeneous combustion reaction in the boundary
layer. On the right side is the reradiative term which is very important
for charring ablators, conduction into the interior of the heat shield, and
a term to allow for the sublimation of the char which may take place if the
temperature is sufficiently low. The effects of pressure and aerodynamic
shear are not shown here - mainly because there is very little experimental
evidence to indicate how these mechanisms must be treated. At present, they
are usually treated with auxiliary equations %[h/ch specify a maxim%un char
thickness.
An energy balance on the degrading material produces the very genera/
equation shown here. Except for the term which accounts for heat disposed
of by convective transport_ the equation is similar to the diffusion equation.
This equation probably overly simplifies the mathematical formulation of the
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problemasmanyauxiliaryequationsarerequiredto accountfor all of the
mechanisms.
Instrumentationof Ahlators
One of the primary difficulties that is experienced with the experimental
evaluation of charring ablators is that several effects take place simultane-
ously and what one sees when the test is completed is the combined_ or over-
all, effect. During the course of the test, the receding char surface is
usually obscured by the pyrolysis gases or the air stream and therefore
motion pictures do not yield much quantitative information.
In the past, the principal type of instrumentation utilized in ablation
tests has been thermocouples. However, even when thermocouples are used the
utility of the data is limited and, in fact, sometimes erroneous. Figure 17
has been prepared to illustrate the latter point. There is shown a sectioned
test specimen which was instrumented with complete disregard for the Dasic
rules of thermometry. The thermocouples were positioned with the axes of
the wire in the direction of the flow of heat. The thermocouples are much
better conductors than the virgin plastic as is evidenced b_ the degradation
of material along the wire. There can be not douht that erroneous temper-
ature readings were obtained in this test.
Figure 18 shows quantitatively the effect of thermocouple configuration.
Configuration (i) consists of a grooved plug with a wire running down each
side. The wire insulation is removed and replaced with cersmic tubing. At
the end of the plug, the bare wires are Joined at the center. Several dism-
eters of the wires are perpendicular to the heat flow direction to minimize
the conduct effects. Configuration (2) consists of a thermocouple potted
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in a hole whose axis is parallel to the heat flow. In this case, the wire
insulation is replaced with two--tube ceramic tubing. Configuratio- (3)
is s_milar to configuration (2) with the exception that the resin-glass
insulation is left on the thermocouple wire. The difference between the
response of sensors (I) and (2) shows the effect of thermocouple config-
uration with the temperature difference being as much as 1500 ° F. The
difference between the responses of sensors (2) and (3) results from the
difference between the conductivities of the wire insulation and the cersmic
tubing.
Even the use of correct thermocouple technique does not yield as m_ch
information on the performance of charring ablators as is desired. Among
the items one would like to see recorded during a test are the surface
recession and the char thickness. The Instrument Research Division at
Langley has been studying instrumentation for ablators sad has devised
some rather pr_nising sensors using simple techniques.
Figure 19 shows a make-wire gage. Make-wire gage techniques have been
utilized before but with rather limited success. This version, which is
intended to sense the interface between the virgin material and the char,
shows considerable promise. Ten-mil platinum wires are positioned as shown
in a split plug of the plastic material. Noble metal is used to prevent
the formation of conductive oxides. It has been found essential to peen
the ends of the wires to make good contact with the char. As the front
of material degradation passes the ends of the wire the electrical con-
ductivity of the material in contact with the ends increases and the circuit
is completed through the char. Conditioning circuitry is used to provide
a constant voltage step indicating the event.
A gage for sensing the surface recession is sh_n in figure 20. A
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tungsten wire is attached to one leaf of a spring-loaded microswitch. The
wire is threaded through a molybdenum tube and knotted in such a fashion
that the switch is open. As the surface recedes toward the end of the
sensor the temperature increases to the point where the tungsten melts and
the switch is closed by the spring, giving a voltage indication of the event.
Tungsten melts at about h?00 ° F so this is actually a temperature indicator.
However, the temperature gradients are very steep near the surface and
therefore the _700 ° F isotherm corresponds very closely to the surface
location. In principle, one would make the wire refractory enough to en-
sure the surface being reached but of small enough mass so that it would
melt immediately upon exposure at the surface.
Another type of surface sensor is sho_-n by figure 21. This is a light
pipe sensor which consists of a sappire light pipe, an infrared filter, and
a photo-resistive diode. The diode decreases in resistance with increasing
light. The infrared filter is used to make the gage less sensitive and
more capable of a sharp output. At 1000 ° F there is essentially no out-
put from this gage. As the end of the light pipe approaches the surface
due to the rapidly increasing temperature an output results.
Figure 22 shows the determination of char thickness with these gages.
Recession of the char interface was sensed by the make-wire gage and reces-
sion of the surface by the light pipe sensor. The difference between the
two readings gives the char thickness as a function of time. The magnitude
and steady-state char thickness were verified by measurements of char thick-
ness on sectioned specimens tested for i0, 20, and 30 seconds.
In addition to sensors such as these, research is being performed by
several organizations on sensors which utilize radioactive elements. The
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changein measuredra ioactivityis usedasameansof locatingthesurface
andthecharinterface.
Themostcarefulsimulationof entryheatingonacharringablator
will notyield thedetailedinformationregardingtheablationprocesses
unlessuitableablationsensorsaredeveloped.
Effectof RadiativeHeating
Unfortunatelythereis adearthof usefulaxperimentald tafromcom-
binedconvectiveandradiativetests--principallybecauseof thelackof
adequatefacilities. Figure2Bshowssamer sultsobtainedbyLangleyusing
theresistauce-heatedgraphiteradiatorpreviouslydescribed(ref. 5)- The
efficienciesof threematerials- Teflon,Fluorogreen,andphenolic-nylon-
aregivenasa functionof thetotal cold-wallheatingrate. Efficiencyor
effectivenesswill beusedin succeedingfi uresandis definedasthetotal
cold-wallheatinputwhichcanbeaccommodatedbyapoundof materialbefore
reachingaspecifiedback-surfacetsmperature- whichw_B00° F in this
case.Dataareshownfor radiativeheatingalone,convectiveheatingalone,
andcombinedconvectiveandradiativeheating.Briefly,whenteflonex-
periencesradiativeheatingaloneor c_nbinedradiativeandconvectiveheat-
ingits efficiencydropsconsiderablyfromthelevelthatwouldhavebeen
obtainedwithconvectiveh atingonly. Thisis attributedto thethermal
transparencyof teflon. Fluorogreenis essentiallyTeflonwithadditives
that increasetheopaquenessto thermalradiation.Althought eresultwith
convectiveh atingaloneis thesameasfor Teflon,radiativeheatingproduces
muchlessdecreasein efficiency.
Finally,for thephenolic-nylonmaterial,it is seenthatoverthetest
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rangeof heatingratesabouthesamefficiencyis obtainedregardlessof
thetypeof heating.Howevertheseresultsarenotbelievedto beindicative
of whatwouldhappeni aflight situation. In theseteststheenthalpywas
quitelowandthereforetheablationblockingmechanismwasnotverysignif-
icant. Inasmuchasit is thisblockingmechanismthatis mostaffectedby
radiativeheating,thesimulationwasnotadequate.
Figure24showssomecalculatedresults(ref. ll) whichprobablyprovide
aclearerpictureof theeffectof radiativeheating.Theordinateis dimen-
sionlessheatof ablation,whichis agageof materialperformance,andis
definedbytheequationwhereqo is hot-wallconvectiveheatingrateto
anonablatingbodyandqr is thenetradiativeheating.Theabscissais
thedimensionlessnthalpydifference.Thequantityqr/qo is theratio of
thenetradiativeheating- that is, theradiativeinputminusreradiation-
to thehotwallconvectiverate. Thecurvemarkedfor thezerovalueof
theratio is for convectiveheatingonly. Astheratio increases,theheat
of ablationdecreasesbyasubstantialamount.Thisresultsbecausethe
gasesthattheablatingsurfaceinjectsintotheboundarylayergenerally
donotblockradiativeheating.Moremassi injectedinto theboundary
layerthanwouldbethecaseif all theheatingwereconvective.Negative
valuesof theratio resultwhenthereradiativeratesarehigherthanthe
radiativeinput. In this instance,thereis anincreasein heatof ablation.
Thusit canbeseenthattheeffectof radiativeheatingdependscritically
upontherelativemagnitudesof theradiativeandconvectiveh atingandthe
enthalpydifference.
Anotheraspectof this problemis theeffectof radiativeheatingin a
situationwherecharoxidationis significantasit maybefor charringabla-
tor. At thehighertemperatures,oxidationis afunctionof therateof
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diffusion of oxygen to the surface. In turn, the diffusion of oxygen is
related to convective heating. Just as mass injection blocks convective
heating, it also interferes with the diffusion of oxygen to the ablator
surface. Therefore, the mass injection which results from the radiative
component of heating will lessen the char oxidation. Ccabined radiative
and convective heating should result in less severe oxidation than am equal
amount of convective heating only.
Effect of Convective Heating
Heat shield efficiency changes greatly with variation of the entry
environment and the various materials respond differently to these varia-
tions as shown by figure 25. In each of the four graphs, the change in
thermal efficiency of two good heat shield materials is plotted as a
function of changes in an important environmental; for example, an increase
in velocity, or enthalpy, from orbital to escape speed, such as going from
the Mercury to the Apollo mission. Also considered are changes in the heat-
ing rate, surface oxidation, and shear.
Figure 26 shows qualitatively the effect of oxidation on char erosion.
The sectioned specimens shown here were tested in an are Jet condition that
was not energetic enough to remove char by means of pressure or shear forces.
In addition, the surface temperatures experienced by these specimens were
not high enough to result in the sublimation of char. The principal means
of char erosion was oxidation.
The specimens were made of the same material and were of the same shape
and size. They were subjected to the same heating conditions for the same
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periodof time. Theonlydifferencesin thetestsweretheoxygenpercent-
agesof thestream.Theoriginalspecimenoutlinesareshownfor reference
purposes.
Thespecimeno theleft wastestedin a10G-percentnitrogenstream.
Thisspecimen,whichshowsasmallchangein sizeandpracticallynochange
in shape,lost about47percentof theoriginalmass.Thesmallchangein
sizeis believedto haveresultedfromshrinkagewhichoccurswhenthis
materialpyrolyzes.Thespecimenin themiddlewastestedin astreamwhose
contentbyweightwas90-percentitrogenand10-percentoxygen.Thechange
in sizeis moresubstantialndthereis asignificantchangein shape.The
total masslossin this testwasabout56percent.Finally,thespecimen
ontherightwastestedin air. Herethereis a drasticchangein sizeand
shape.Themasslossfor this casewas68percent.A closerexamination
alsorevealsthatthecharthicknessi inverselyrelatedto theoxygencon-
tentwiththethickestcharbeingdevelopedin thenitrogenstream.
Effectssuchasthesehaveamarkedinfluenceontheefficiencyof a
materialascanbeseenin figure27. Thermaleffectivenessof aphenolic-
nylonmaterialis plottedasa functionof cold-wa_lheatingratefor tests
in streamsof fourdifferentcompositions.Fortestsin air, theeffective-
nessis about6000Btu/lhandis averyweakfunctionof heatingrate. For
testsin nitrogen,theeffectivenessis from2to 3timesasgreatasobtained
in thetestsin air for therangeof heatingratesshownandis strongly
influencedbyheatingrate.
Figure28showsacomparisonof calculatedandexperimentaloxidation
effects. In this case,thematerialeffectivenessi plottedasa function
of streamoxygencontentfor asingleheatingrate. Calculateddataare
shownfor enthalpiesrangingfrom3,000to 25,000Btu/ib- corresponding
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to a lowenthalpytest conditionandtheenthalpyassociatedwithentryat
escapevelocity. Experimentald tatakenat 3,000Btu/lbindicatedfair
agreementbetweenxperimentandtheory.Morei_portant,however,is the
conclusionthatthemajoroxidationeffectsoccurat thelowerenthalpies.
If highenthalpycharoxidationis to besimulatedin a lowenthalpy
facility, thestreamoxygencontentmustbereduced.Testsin air would
indicateamoredeleteriouseffectthanwouldbeobtainedin flight. This
alsoemphasizes the attention which must be given to producing the proper
surface chemistry when simulating heating.
The oxidation effect Just shown for l_aenolic nylon might not appear
when dealing with another material. Figure 29 shows the results of a
similar series of tests on a silicone resin with gl_s fillers. Again
effectiveness is plotted as a function of heating rate. The first thing
to note here is that the stream c_positic_ generally speaking has a rather
negligible effect on the performance of the material. However this mater-
ial does show a heating rate effect. When this material ablates, a glassy
layer is formed at the surface. As the heating rate, and in turn the sur-
face temperature, increases, the glasgy layer becomes less viscous and is
rapidly removed by aerodynamic forces. The maximum efficiency is produced
at about 150 Btu/ft2-sec.
If one were considering this material and the previously discussed
phenolic-nylon material for a flight application and made screening tests
in air to determine which material was best, he might erroneously conclude
that the silicone material was much better than the phen01ic-nylon material.
Actually, if proper consideration is given to the fact that the test of
phenolic _ylon in air is more severe than would be experienced in flight,
one concludes that up to a heating rate of 150 Btu/ft2-sec the efficiencies
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wouldbeaboutthesame.
Figure30showsa comparisonof calculatedandexperimentalheatingrate
effectsfor thesiliconematerial.Theexperimentaldatacurveis theaverage
of datatakenat 3,000Btu/lb. Calculationsareshownfor twoenthalpies,
3,000and25,000Btu/lb. Thetest specimensonwhichtheexperimentaldata
weretakenhadcalorimetersonthebacksurfaces.Thecalculationsshown
heredonot includetheeffectof thecalorimeter.Howeversincethis figure
wasmade,theeffectof thecalorimeterhasbeenincludedandthecalculated
curvefor 3,000Btu/lbshiftedslightlyto theright andslightlyabovethe
datacurveshownhere.Thesignificantfeatureof this figureis theindi-
cationthatit is possibleto analyticallypredicttheheatingrateeffect.
If onecanpredictest results,onecanextrapolateo conditionsmore
severethanthetestenvironmentwithmuchgreaterconfidence.
MechanicalErosionof Char
Thenextitemto bediscussedis theerosionof charbyaerodynamicshear.
Thisis aphenomenonthat is notpresentlywellunderstoodbutwhichcanbe
demonstratedto beverysignificant.Mannedvehiclesexperiencelongheat-
ingperiodsandin orderto improveablationmaterialinsulativequalities
soasto provideprotectionfor longheatingtimes,therehasbeenatrend
towardecreasingmaterialdensity.Thishasbeenshownto increasethe
effectivenessof thematerials.Howeverthecharswhichareproducedby
thelow-densitymaterialsmaybequitefragile. Eventhelowto moderate
shearforcesexperiencedin amannedntrymayresultin substantialerosion
of thecharandadrasticdecreasein thematerialefficiency.
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Figure31 shows secticmed test specimens subjected to different shear
levels. Two materials were tested, a molded phenolic-nylon and a glass rein-
forced epoxy resin. The phenolic material was 36 ib/ft 3 mad the epoxy material
was about 32 ib/ft 3. However there was a vast difference in char strength ss
is indicated here. The original specimen profiles are shown for reference
purposes. At the low shear level, the phenolic material experienced no
difficulty, whereas the epoxy material experienced significant erosicm. At
the high shear level, the difference in performance is greatly magnified -
particularly when one notes that the phenolic material was exposed about
four times as long.
The reason for pointing out these shear tests is that, in the past,
experimenters have been obsessed with producing high enthalpy test devices.
In many instances, the high enthalpy devices utilize very low mass flows
and produce negligible shear on specimens. Phenomena such as shown here
can be completely overlooked in such cases.
As a matter of fact, some thought is now being devoted to the considera-
tion of duplication in terms of what the ablating surface feels rather than
devoting so much attention to the simulation of free-stresm parameters. Fig-
ure 32 shows some of the inputs to the surface of the material. The inputs
are thermal, chemical, and mechanical. The thermal inputs shown here are
the absorbed radiative heating and the net convective heating. The chemical
input is the rate of diffusion of oxygen. The mechanical inputs are the
pressure and the shear.
First-order approximations show that the inputs are related as shown.
The dencminators are the enthalpy, comcentration, and velocity differences
across the boundary layer.
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Somepreliminarytestinghasbeendoneutilizing this approach.The
resultsareshowni figure33. Atestwasmadein ahighenthalpyfacility
whichproducedthetest conditionsshownhere.Becausethefacility is new-
ly installedandcontrolequipmentis presentlylacking,theoxygenconcen-
trationwashigh. Thetest resultsobtainedona phenolic-nylonspecimen
wereasshown.Calculationsweremadeto determinewhathetest condi-
tions,otherthanenthalpy,shouldbein orderto producesimilarresults.
Aspecimentestedunderthecalculatedconditionsin thelowenthalpy
facility producedthelistedresultswhicharequitesimilarto thehigh
enthalpyresults.
Figure34showsthesectionedtest specimensto furtherdemonstrate
thesimilarity. Admittedlythesearepreliminarydata,but it is believed
thatmoreattentionshouldbedevotedto this approachto simulation.It
is quitepossiblethatpresentfacilities, limitedastheyare,canproduce
moremeaningfultestdata.
FLIGHTTESTSOFABLATIVEMATERIALS
Upto now,groundtestshavebeendiscussedxclusively.In spiteof
thevastnumberof groundtests,theyare,at best,partialsimulationsof
manyeffects. Thefinal verificationof aheatshielddesign,orof an
analyticalprediction,ora simulationtechnique,mustbeaccomplishedby
flight tests. Flighttestsprovidethenecessaryconfidencefactorfor the
utilizationof groundtest results.
Anexampleof thetypeoftest of interestis thependingtest of
charringablatorin ahighenthalpyreentryenvironmentwhichcannotpresently
besimulatedontheground.Theboosterthatis to heutilizedin this test
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is thefour-stageScoutbooster.Afifth stage,in theformof a spherical
rocket, is added to the payload. Two rockets are fired to propel the pay-
load u_d to the desired position and the remaining three rockets drive
the payload into the earth's atmosphere at a velocity of about 28,000 fps.
W
( Y -_ -7 •5 ° , C--_ = 165 psf. )
Figure 35 is a picture of the payload _-ith the eemponents separated.
The 18-inch-diameter aft end of the payload is at the left of the photo-
graph where interstage structure can be seen attached to the spherieal motor.
These components are separated before reentry. The instrumentation deck is
to the right of the spherical motor. Next is the instrumentation deck hous-
ing. The white truncated cone is the payload afterbody which is constructed
of magnesium covered with Teflon for thermal protection. The next eo_mponemt
is the payload battery pack. The ]_l-inch-diameter payload nose cap at the
extreme right is the primary experiment. A low-density charring ablator
is bonded to a steel shell. The ablator is well instrt_nented with thermo-
couples and the previously described ablation sensors.
Considerable ground test data for the material were generated. In som_
of the tests, excessive char erosion was apparent. However, the actual fail-
ure mechanism could not be determined. Using available data, several
organizations made predictions of how the material would per1_orm in the
flight test. The results were as shown in figure 36. The amount of heat
shield material remaining is plotted against time, measured from the begin-
ning of heating. The heating pulse is shown for reference purposes. The
shaded band shows the range of predictions. At the top edge of the band
where success is predicted, the prediction procedure was almost entirely
empirical to the extent of employing an unrealistic ablation model with
empirically deterzkined characteristics. At the bottom edge of the band,
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theheatshieldis predictedto fail beforepeakheating.In this case,a
morereasonableablationmodelwasutilizedwithcorrelatedtestdatato
prescribecharemoval.Thedatahoweverweretakenat conditionssomewhat
differentfromtheentryenvironment.Severalotherpredictionsfell be-
tweenthesetwoextremesbutmostof thempredictedfailureneartheend
of heating.
Thisis averygraphicexampleof thewidevariationin resultsthat
areobtainedwhentest dataareextrapolatedconsiderablyeyondtherange
of parametersof thetestsinwhichthedataaretaken.However,it should
bepointedoutthattheperformanceof this materialcouldnotbecharacter-
izedto thedesiredextentbeforethepredictionsweremade.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Theeffectsof severalenvironmentalp rametersonthebehaviorof abla-
tionmaterialshavebeenexamined.Practicallyall theentryheatingparam-
eterssuchasenthalpy,pressure,heatingrate, aerodynamicshear,andso
forth, affectmaterialperformance.However,thesignificanceof theeffects
dependsto a largeextentuponthetypeof material.Inasmuchasit is rare-
ly possibleto simulateseveralenvironmentffectssimultaneously,the
primaryinputsmustbedeterminedandthetest simulationmustaccountfor
theeffectsof theseinputs.Theparticularmaterialsof concernmustbe
characterizedbytestandanalysisto determinewhichof themanyenviron-
mentalinputsarethemostsignificant.
It mustalsobeevidentthatextrapolationof experimentaldatato an
environmentconsiderablymoreseverethanthetestenvironmentcanleadto
erroneousconclusions.Admittedlyat thepresenttime,extrapolationmust
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generallyberesortedto for themostadvancedntrymissions.However,by
combiningcarefulcharacterizationf materialsin lessseverenvironments
withaualyticalpredictionsof behavio_ in the flight environment, one may
develop procedures that can result in adequate heat shield designs.
-VIII-26-
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_fECTION OF, AND COMMUNICATION WITH SPACE
VEHICLES DURING ATMOSPHERIC _rl_RY; I_R_LEMS
IN SIMULATION
S. C. Lin*
Avco-Everett Research Laboratory
INTRODUCTION
In considering the problem of communicating _rith outer space and de-
tection of spacecraft from the ground, one usually has to worry about only
the propagation characteristics of electromagnetic waves of vacuum wave-
length falling within either one of the two well known "atmospheric win-
dows," namely; (i) the "optical window" extending from shout 0.3 microns
to a few microns, and (2) the "RF window" extending from a few millimeters
to about 30 meters in the wavelength scale. However, during entry (or re-
entry) of a spacecraft into the earth's atmosphere, there exists two phy-
sical phenc_ena which tend to complicate the communication problem on the
one hand, and to simplify the detection problem on the other hand.
To explain these phenomena, let us take a look at the hypersonic
flow field around a typical vehicle depicted in Figure i. This schematic
drawing is reproduced from a paper published by Professor Lester Lees
of California Institute of Technology in 1962 (Ref. i). Even though a
sphere is used here as an example for the sake of simplicity, the
* Now Professor of Engineering Physics, University of California, at
San Diego, La Jolla, California.
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generalfeaturesof theflowfield arequitecharacteristicof those
of thehypersonicflowarounda realisticspacecraft,suchastheMercury
capsuleandtheplannedApollore-entryvehicle. As noted by Professor
Lees, one of the most striking features of the flow field around such
a blunt object at hypersonic speed is the bow shock wave. This shock
wave, nearly parabolic in shape, is first formed in front of the re-
entering spacecraft at altitudes of the order of 300,000 to hO0,O00
ft, depending on the size of the spacecraft. The gas that traverses
the strong, nearly normal portion of the bow shock wave, is compressed
and heated irreversibly by the shock, and forms an outer wake behind the
body. The temperature and density of the gas behind the apex of the bow
shock wave, where the gas is practically stagnant, is illustrated in
Fig. 2. This figure is reconstructed from a paper by B. Kivel, dated
1959. 2 The temperature and density shown here as functions of flight
velocity and altitude were based on a local equilibrium adiabatic shock
compression process. The dotted lines illustrated some typical velocity-
altitude relationships for two typical spacecrafts during re-entry;
namely, a Mars probe and a near-orbit earth satellite. It is seen that
the gas temperature in the stagnation region, that is, the region behind
the apex of the bow shock wave, is typically of the order of 6,000 to
15,000°K. After the shock compression, the gas re-expands as it accel-
erates around the side of the spacecraft so that the temperature in the
other part of the flow field may be expected to be somewhat lower. How-
ever, even after isentropic expansion back to ambient pressure, which
occur in a distance of about 50 to 100 diameters behind the spacecraft,
the gas temperature would still remain at about h500°K at satellite ve-
locity and at about 7000°K at the Mars probe velocity. At these high
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temperatures,air, whichis normallytransparentthrought evisible
partof thespectrum,becomeshighlydissociated,ionizedandoptically
active. Thisis illustratedin Fig.3 and4,whichdepicthechemical
compositionf air behindthenormalshockwaveupto satellitevelocity,
andthespontaneousemissioni tensityupto 18,000°Ktemperaturender
theconditionof thermodynamicequilibrium.Sincethis emittedradiation,
whichamountsto manykilowattsorevenmegawattsperliter of thehigh
temperatureair, is givenoutmostlyin thevisiblepartof thespectrum,
it becomesabothersomebackgroundnoisewhenonetries to ecmmunicate
withaspacecraftthroughthe"opticalwindow"of theatmosphere.On
theotherhand,thisstrongradiationalsoservesasanaturalbeacon
announcingthearrivalof thespacecraftasit enterstheearth'satmo-
sphere.An example of this phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 5, which
shows a ballistic camera trace of a missile nose ecme as recorded by
the Avco Everett Research Laboratory over the south Atlantic. This
photograph was taken with an open shutter camera in much the same way
as in the recording of luminous meteor trails.
The second physic_l phenomenon _hich complicates the communication
problem of hypersonic flight is the ionization phenomenon. At satellite
velocity, the degree of ionization behind a normal shock under the con-
ditions of thermodynamic equilibrium is about 0.1%. At higher velocities,
the degree of ionization is correspondingly higher (see Fig. 6 and Ref.
5). Even at the degree of ionization of 0.1%, the high temperature air
is already a better conductor of electricity than sea water by a factor
of about I00. In terms of number of free electrons present, a 0.1%
ionization corresponds to 5 x 1013 electrons per cubic centimeter be-
hind a bow shock at an altitude of h0 miles. This is about 108 times
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greaterthanthemaximumelectrondensityfoundin theionosphere.Thus,
a re-enteringsatellitewouldsoonfind itself engulfedin aplasmasheet
whichis practicallyimpenetrableto radiofrequencyelectromagnetic
radiation.Thisgivesriseto theso-called"con_nunicationblack-out"
phenomenon,whichnormallyoccupiestheessentialpartof there-entry
period.
EventhoughthethermalionizationphenomenonJustmentioneddoes
notms_kethegasemitstronglyin theradiofrequencypartof theelec-
tromagneticspectrum,it neverthelessmanifestsitself in thedetection
problemin anotherway;namely,astheionizedgasexpandsaroundthe
sideof thespacecraftinto thewake,theelectronsthatareproduced
bythebowshockwavedonotdisappearimmediately.Instead,theyre-
combineat a finite rateandhencepersistoverconsiderabledistances
behindthespacecraft.Forspacecraftsof sufficientlylargesizes,the
wakeflowoftenbecomesturbulentevenat relativelyhighaltitudes(see
Refs.1and6). Astheionizedgasproducedbythebowshockwaveis
inhomogeneouslymixedwiththecoldambientair in theturbulentflow
field, theresultantgasmixturebecomesaverygoodscattererof radio
frequencyelectromagneticradiation.7 Thisis illustratedin Fig.7,
whichshowsthestrongradioechoesobservedbyLin,Goldberg,and
Janney8 duringre-entryof theMA-6MercurycapsulecarryingLt. Col.
JohnGlennin his first orbitalflight onFebruary20,1962.Theradio
frequencyemployedin this casewas30Mc/Sandthealtitudeof the
Mercurycapsuleduringtheobservationwasabout230,000ft. For
severalsecondsbeforeandaftertheMercurycapsulepassedoverhead
theobservationstation,theequivalentback-scatteringcrosssection
of theturbulentwakeof theMercurycapsulewasfoundto beseveral
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thousandtimesgreaterthanthebare-bodycrossecticmof theMercury
capsule itself in free space.
COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH IONIZED SHOC_ LAYERS
AND WAKES
With the above introductory remarks, we shall now exmnine the fun-
damental problems related to the radiation and ionizaticm phencmena.
In particular, we shall try to identify the various physical quantities
which govern the absolute intensities of these phenomena. In view of
the fact that the problems of communication through the optical window
and through the RF window of the atmosphere az'e somewhat different
(even though the fundsmemtal processes are samewhat related), we shall
consider these two problems separately. Here we are using the word
"communication" in a somewhat general sense to include both the prob-
lems of detection and of signal-sending.
Cc_m_uication Through the Optical Window: The problem of co_nun-
icatien through the optical window invariably involves the question of
absolute spectral emissivity of the high temperature air produced in
a hypersonic flow field. A typical set of emission spectra from shock-
heated air, nitrogen and oxygen is illustrated in Fig. 8. It is seen
that the spectra generally consist of intense molecular bands, atamic
lines, and continua of various origins which spread over the major por-
tion of the visible spectrum. In the problem of detecticm of spacecraft
during re-entry, one is most interested in those parts of the spectrum
where the emission is the strongest in order to select the most suitable
optical sensor. On the contrary, in the signal-sending problem, one is
o/
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interestedin theotherpartsof thespectrumwheretheemissionis
theweakestothatthebackgroundnoisewithinthecommunication
channel(e.g., anarrow-bandlaserbesm)canbeavoidedasmuch as
possible. In this latter problem, one is also interested in knowing
the absorption coefficient of the high temperature gas in the same
spectral region, so that the sending of optical signals through the
shock layer can be made with a minimum amount of attenuation.
In order to determine the absolute spectral emissivity and absorb-
tivity in the various parts of the hypersonic flow field, it is necessary
first of all to know the thermodynamic state of the gas in the various
parts of the flow field. Secondly, one has to know all the chemical
kinetic processes which determine the relative concentration of the
different chemical species which participate in the emission and ab-
sorption processes. (This includes also the excitation and de-
excitation mechanisms of the various energy states for each chemical
species.) Finally, after knowing the relative population of the various
energy states of the different chemical species, one needs to know
further the absolute optical transition probabilities associated with
various molecular bands and atomic lines.
Communication Through the RF Window: Due to the great disparity
between the atomic length scale and the wavelength of radio frequency
electromagnetic waves, the bound states of atoms and molecules generally
do not absorb strongly in the radio frequency part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Therefore_ the communication problem through the RF window
essentially involves the presence of free electrons in the high tem-
perature gas.
The problem of propagation of radio waves through an ionized medium
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hasbeena subjectof intensestudyat theturnofthis centuryby
physicistsandgeophysicists,suchas Lorentz, Appleton, Chapman,
Sellmeyer, Heavyside, Hartree and others. I0" Ii More recently, this
has also been a subject of intense study by plasma physicists, 12"
13
but in this latter case the interest has mainly been centered around
the problems of wave propagation and emission in a highly ionized gas
in the presence of a strong magnetic field. In the present discussion,
however, it suffices to go back to the classical dispersion formu/ae
as derived by L_rentz and others to illustrate the point.
The propagation of a plane wave of amplitude E in a dispersive
medium can in general be represented by the foll_ing equation:
E : EoeXp[iC_t - _--)] (i)
O
where
y = n - ik = (Z - i h_) 1/2 (2)
in the complex propagation constant ; _ is the angular frequency; and
= C/_ is the free-space wavelength dived by 2 w. The real part
of the propagation constant n, known as the "refractive index."
determines the velocity of propagation; while the imaginary part k,
known as the "extinction coefficient," determines the rate at which
the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave attenuates with distance
along the direction of propagaticm _. The refractive index n and the
extinction coefficient k are in turn related to the dielectric constant
z and the electrical conductivity o through the seccmd half of Eq. (2).
For an ionized gas in the absence of a strong magnetic field, the die-
lectric constant and the electrical conductivity are respectively given
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by(accordingto Lorentz,asmodifiedbyZellmeyer,seeEef.9)
w2
s = i _ (3)2 2
2 2 (_)
In the above expression, m is the angular plasma frequency, which is
P
linearly proportional to the square root of the number density of free
electrons ne, such that (e being the electron charge, and m e being the
electron mass)
2 4we 2 n
Up m e (5)
e
The quantity _ , known as the electron collision frequency, on the other
hand, is a complicated averaged quantity which measures the rate of
damping of the organized electron motion due to collisions with the
ll
gas molecules, atoms and positive ions. However, in a dilute ionized
gas, one may write as an approximation
_ = L Z nj Qj (61J
where Ce is the mean thermal velocity of the electrons, nj and Qj
are respectively the number density and velocity-averaged momentum
transfer cross section for collision between an electron and the type-J
particle in the ionized gas. The summation sign is to extend over all
particles except the electrons.
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Fram the above expressions, it is seen that the rate of attenuation
of electromagnetic waves generally increases with the electron number
density and with the gas density.
In 1956, the author has made s_me rough estimates of the amount of
attenuation of radio frequency electromagnetic waves to be expected
through the shock layer and through the wake, using the above dis-
persion formulea sad the then incomplete information concerning the
properties of the hypersonic flow field. The restricts are reproduced
here in Figs. 9, lO(a) and (b). The surprising conclusion was that even
at re-entry velocity corresponding to that of long range missiles (i.e.,
somewhat below the satellite velocity), it appeared very difficult to
overcome the"c_unication blaokou-_" phenomenon during re-entry, except
perhaps through the use of extremely-low or extremely-high radio fre-
quencies. However, the basic information eomeerming the atamie and
molecular properties of high temperature air as well as the hypersonic
flow field was too inco_lete and uncertain at that time to allow one
to consider such estimates very quantitative. To obtain quantitative
information, one needs to know again the precise thermodynamic state
of the gas in the various parts of the flow field;" the chemical kinetic
processes which govern the rates of production and of disappearance of
free electrons ; the moment_n transfer cross sections of the various
chemical species in much the same order as in the optical communication
problem.
THE PROBLEM OF SIMULATION
From the foregoing discussion it is quite clear that the problem
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of communication with a spacecraft during a re-entry crosses many fields.
Its solution requires a simultaneous treatment of the fluid dynamics
problem, the chemical kinetics problem, and the problem of propaga-
tion of electromagnetic waves in an inhomogeneous hypersonic flow field.
Because of the complexity of the problem, there naturally arises the
question of whether one can obtain an analogue-type solution to the
overall problem through the use of properly constructed scale model in
the laboratory without going into the intermediate steps of understanding
the various processes. In other words, there is a question of whether
the re-entry communication problem can be easily simulated. Unfortunately,
the answer seems to be discouragingly negative as far as direct simulation
is concerned. The reasons sme many. For one thing, the chemical kinetic
processes which govern the thermodynamic and chemical properties of the
flow field do not have a simple density dependence. For example, the
endothermic processes which govern the dissociation and ionization rates
of air in the shock compression region mainly involve binary collisions,
whereas the exothermie processes which govern the atomic recombination
rate and the electron attachment rate in the expansion region mostly
involve ternary collisions. For binary reactions, the instantaneous
rates depend on the square of the local gas density; while for termary
reactions, the instantaneous rates depend on the cube of the local gas
density. This is illustrated by Fig. ii, which shows the various re-
gions in the model size versus gas density plot in which the scaling of
the chemical reaction rates in the hypersonic wake is either binary,
ternary, or a combination of both. 15 For another thing, in the pro-
pagation problem, the refractive index n and the extinction coeffic _
ient _ not have a simple density and wavelength dependence (see Eqs.
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1 through6). Therefore, in order to obtain full simulation of all the
phenomena, one must duplicate the physical dimension of the spacecraft,
the free stream condltions, and the electromagnetic wavelength at the
same time.
While the problem of full simulation appears very difficult, if not
impossible, it is fortunate that there is a natural separation between
the dynamics aspect of the hypersonic flow problem and the chemical
physics aspect of _he hypersonic flow problem, in the sense that the
pressure and velocity distributions are relatively insensitive to the
equation of state of the gas. Similarly, there also exists a natural
separation between the fluid dynamics problem and the electromagnetic
problem of propagation, to the extent that within limits of the electro-
magnetic wave power density there is very little interaction between the
two phensmena. This, in effect, allows one to treat the three aspects
of the problem quite separately and to carry out partiai simulatic_
whenever appropriate. Final answer to the overall problem can then be
obtained through synthesis. We shall now illustrate how this can be
done :
Referring again to the schematic drawing of the hypersonic flow
field shown in Fig. i, the pressure field is mostly controlled by the
shape of the bow shock (see Ref. i). Due to continuous decrease in
strength of the bow shock wave away from the apex, the che_lical re-
action and excitation processes occur mostly in those parts of the
fluid which are closest to the flight axis of the re-entering space-
craft (that is, the high enthalpy gas that has been processed by the
nearly normal portion of the bow shock wave). Since the total mass
of this gas is small compared with the total mass of air engulfed by
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thebowshockwave,it hasrelativelylittle effectontheoverall
pressurefield of thehypersonicflow. Ontheotherhand,thebulk
of thegaswhichpassedthroughtheouterandrelativeweakpartof
thebowshockwavexperienceslittle temperaturechangeandhencehas
little chemicalctivity. Thus,thepressuredistributionthroughout
thehypersonicflowfield canbedeterminedquitereliablythrough
theapplicationof hypersonicflowtheoriesthathavebeendeveloped
for perfectgasesof constantspecificheats.16 Fromthepressure
field sodetermined,thevelocityfield for thehighenthalpyflow
neartheflight axiscanin turnbedeterminedfromthe(nearlyone-
dimensional)equationof motion.Fromtheknownpressureandvelocity
fields, thetimehistoryof chemicalreactionsfollowingeachfluid
elementcanthenbedeterminedif all thechemicalkineticandexcit-
ationrateconstantswereknown.II Knowingthedistributionof chemical
speciesin thehighenthalpyflow,theelectromagneticpropertiesof
thehypersonicflowfield canin turnbecalculatedfromtheatomicand
molecularp opertiesof thevariouschemicalspecies.Fromtheknown
distributionof electricalpropertiesof theflowfield, a final sim-
ulationof theelectromagneticpropagationcanbemadethroughtheuse
of modelsmadeof suitabledielectricor diamagneticmaterialwhich
duplicatethedistributionof thecomplexpropagationconstantof the
flowfield.
Whatwejust proposedis in effectto subdividetheentiresimula-
tionprobleminto threeseparateparts;namely,(i) anaerodynamic
simulationto determinethepressureandvelocityfield, usinghyper-
sonicwindtunnelorballistic rangefaqilities whichsimulatetheflight
MaehnumberandReynoldsnumberbutnotnecessarilythestagnation
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Galileamtransformationin thedirectiontangentialtotheshocksur-
face.) Theoperatingprincipleof ashocktubehasbeenadequately
18describedin previousliteratures. Asillustratedin Fig.12,the
basicelementsof this apparatusconsist of just a high pressure chamber
and a low pressure chamber connected by a suitable diaphragm. When the
diaphra_n is ruptured, a shock wave is formed and propagates down the
low pressure chs_mber d_ing the early transient of the pressure equi-
lization process. Observations can then be made of the various physical
phenoz_na at the downstream end of the i_ pressure chamber through the
use of suitably fast detectors. _y simple variation of geometry, the
shock tube can be adapted to _rform quantitative experiments over wide
ranges of temperature, density and chemical composition of the gas
samples. With proper care, it is also possible to reduce all the un-
desirable effects, such as wall contamination, flc_ inhomogeneity, etc.,
to the level of small perturbations. Thus, the resultant shock-heated
gas sample (that is, the region bet_-een the shock surface and the contact
discontinuity in Fig. 12(b) ) approaches that of an idealized one-dimen-
sional flow behind a plane shock wave. Figure 13 shows an actual photo-
graph of a relatively large diameter shock tube which has been con-
structed some time ago at the Avco-Everett Research Laboratory for
chemical kinetic studies.
For simulation of the chemical kinetic processes behind a bow
shock wave in flight, it is now only necessary to duplicate the shock
velocity and ambient air pressure in the laboratory. Figure lh shows
the shock velocity and initial pressure ranges which are accessible to
shock tubes of various types.20 This may be com._ared with the velocity-
density regime of interest to the flight case shown in Fig. 2. Typical
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enthalpycorrespondingto theflight condition.In this connection,
existinghypersonictheoriesbasedonnon-reactingperfectgasesmay
16
well be utilized; (ii) a chemical kinetics and atomic physics sim-
ulation, using high temperatures shock tubes or molecular beams to
determine the fundamental rate constants, excitation cross sections,
and other atomic and molecular properties of interest. Here, one may,
of c_urse, enlist the help of existing chemical kinetics and atomic
theories whenever appropriate; (iii) an electromagnetic simulation
using dielectric or diamagnetic models to study the antenna pattern
if existing propagation theories prove to be inadequate.
Of the above three items, (i) is already adequately covered by
Mr. Potter earlier in this session; 17 (ii) is a topic which I would
like to elaborate on in a few moments; (iii) is a topic quite outside
the scope of the present session.
CH_.IICAL F_I_YETICS AND ATOMIC PHYSICS SIMULATION
Within the remaining time available, I would like to view briefly
the problem of chemXcal kinetics and atomic physics simulation. In
particular, I would like to highlight some of the significant results
which have been obtained from recent high temperature shock tube
studies in connection with the problem under consideration.
Considering the shock compression process across the bow shock wave
as a locally one-dimensional phenomenon, one can quite readily reproduce
all the chemical kinetic processes in the laboratory using a high tem-
perature shock tube. (Note that the flow across a plane oblique shock
wave is equivalent to the flow across a normal shock wave with a simple
J-IX-15-
results showing the equilibrium spectral radiation intensity behind
the shock wave ; the ratio between the peak nonequilibrium radiation to
the equilibrium radiation; the electrical conductivity of shock-heated
air; some of the momentum transfer cross sections between electron end
neutral atoms ; the electron density distribution behind a normal shock;
the peak nonequilibrium electron density_ and the characteristic ioniza-
tion distance behind the shock are illustrated respective3.v in Figs. 15
through 21. For detailed information concerning the individual experi-
ments leading to the results just presented, the readers are referred to
the referenced literature indicated in the respective figure captions.
Finally, to illustrate how the chemical kinetics information may
be utilized to determine the electromagnetic property of the hypersonic
flow field from a synthesis of the aerod_aamics and chemical kinetics
simulation, a typical plot of the free electron number density distri-
bution in the wake of a sphere at hypersonic speed, and the absolute
root-mean-square electron density flucutation in the wake, are illus-
trated respectively in _igs. 22 and 23. Detailed descriptions of how
such synthesis was carried out may be found in _efs.15 and 23.
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Figure i; Wake behind blunt body at hyper:_onJc speeds (after Lees,
Ref. 1).
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FLIGHT REENTRY EXPERIMENTS
by
Herbert A. Wilson, Jr.
and
Robert L. Wright
NASA - Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
Reentry technology has long depended on the simulation provided b_
wind tunnels, shock tubes, arc Jets, and a variety of other grotmd facil-
ities to advance the experimental verification of the results predicted
from theory or postulated empirically fram previous tests. As the appli-
cation of information thus obtained approaches the point of application
to the design of flight systems, the question of the extent to which the
information can be applied with confidence inevitably arises. Sources of
uncertainty are the assumptions necessary to obtain theoretical solutions,
the inadequacy with which the complex reentry environment can be totally
simulated on the ground, and the question of how well the ground facility
results have been validated by flight comparisons. Thus the value of
flight reentry testing is greatest when the tests either explore the
nature of a phenomenon, difficult or impossible to simulate c_ the ground,
or provide the validation for use of a system or concept developed from
ground-based research.
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The discussion presented outlines the current activity in flight
reentry research at the Langley Research Center in terms of the tech-
niques being used in a number of flight projects to investigate re-
entry environment, radio attenuation, materials behavior, and observable
phenomena.
Several of the other papers given in these proceedings have high-
lighted some of the difficulties of simulating flight reentry phenomena
in ground facilities. These center mainly on the size of the model that
can be tested, the duration of the test, and the level of the variables
determining heating rate. Virtually all ground facilities make compro-
mises in at least one of these significant variables. The nature of
these compromises is defined in figures i, 2, and 3. Typical Mach number-
altitude corridors for ballistic and lifting reentry bodies currently of
interest are shown in figure 1. In figure 2, the capabilities of the so-
called "cold" hypersonic facilities are superimposed on the reentry cor-
ridors. These facilities (most notably the 22-inch helium tunnel) cannot
match the stream enthalpy, therefore are limited as to heating input, but
can provide high Mach number basic fluid dynamics data. Capabilities of
the "hot" hypersonic facilities are shown overlaid on the same reentry
corridors in figure 3. These facilities give a reasonable simulation at
low velocity, but for increasing flow velocity, they generally tend to
fall off in their simulation of the heating. One exception is the expan-
sion tube which suffers the characteristic difficulty of shock-type facil-
ities in that the experiment time is small, that is, milliseconds or
microseconds instead of minutes.
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FLIGHT-TEST_TION
Areenteringbod_,generallyspeaking,first meetstheatmosphere
at ahighaltitudeandahighvelocityandslowsdownasit penetratesthe
atmosphere.Typicalflight-test trajectoriesandtheatmosphericenviron-
menttheytraverseareshowni figureh. Thetrajectorieshownarethe
ScoutR-4andST-8reentries.Thehashedareaindicatesaproposedmater-
ials test at 40,000fps. All of thevehiclesto bediscussedlater fly
trajectoriessimilarto these,withtheexceptionof thePa%M(RadioAtten-
uationMeasurements)vehicle,whichflies astraightawaytrajectory(not
shown)withall dataobtainedonascent.
This figure also indicates several conditions, such as oxygen dis-
sociation, nitrogen dissociation, and ionization which characterize the
environment in different regimes and account for a variety of different
aerodynamic and flow-field effects. The region of the flight enviromment
of greatest concern at the present is indicated as the Apollo Reentry
Envelope and the current programs for obtaining data in this envelope will
he discussed later.
Launch Vehicles
Flight progrsms are often identified in terms of the launch vehicle
which may be misleading. Actually, the vehicles exist to support the pro-
gram, and not vice versa, but vehicle nomenclature does in many eaSes pro-
vide a convenient reference to the program. The launch vehicles currently
being used are shown in figure 5. The four-stage Pacemaker vehicle is a
low-cost vehicle capable of speeds of the order of 14,000 to 16,000 feet
per second. Its use enables low-cost flights for preliminary exploratory
work, and for flights providing some overlap with ground facilities.
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Thepayloadcapabilityof thePacemakeris approximately40pounds.The
RAMBvehicleis capableof boosting200poundsona straightaway,ascend-
ingtrajectoryto avelocityof approximately18,000feetpersecond.The
Trailblazervehicle,usedmainlyin thefield of reentryobservables,im-
partsextremelyhighvelocities(34,000feetpersecond)to payloadson
theorderof 5gramswhenequippedwithashaped-chargegunasalast stage.
Theworkhorsefor ourheavilyinstrumentalpayloadsi theScout
vehiclewhichis usedin boththefour-andfive-stageconfigurations.Re-
entryvelocitiesandpayloadweightsof 26,000feetpersecondand200
pounds,respectively,havebeenattainedwiththefour-stageconfiguration
and28,000feetpersecondand150poundsin thefive-stageconfiguration.
Aphotographof thefive-stageScoutvehiclein thelaunchtoweris shown
in figure6. It shouldbenotedthateverythingforwardof thethirdstage
is coveredwithaheatshield. Figure7showsatypicalfive-stageScout
reentry, in this case the ST-8 heating and environmental test which will
be discussed in detail later. Launched from Wallops Island, the flight
plan called for two stages firing upward and three downward or reentry-
firing stages. A peak velocity of 22,500 feet pe r second was achieved
with impact southeast of Bermuda.
A recent development is the Project Fire vehicle which consists of
the Atlas-D boosting a seaond-stage X-259 motor equipped with a guidance
and control system and a 200-pound spacecraft (fig. 5). The second-stage
rocket and the guidance and control systems are adapted from the Scout
vehicle. The Fire vehicle is capable of a reentry velocity of approx-
imately 38,000 feet per second.
Data Acquisition
The spacecraft used with the launch vehicles just described are
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tailoredto theparticularprogramrequirements.Akeyfactorin each
spacecraftis theselectionof thesensors,transducers,andotherdata
acquisitionsystemcomponents.Asummaryof themeasurementsandsensor
selectionfor theFireProjectReentryspacecraftis showni figure8.
Figure9 showsablockdiagramof theinstrumentationf ra typical
spacecraftfor monitoringandtransmittingthetransducerdata. Such
dataastemperaturem asurementsareusuallyc_utated,whilepressures
andaccelerationsaremeasuredcontinuously.Thetelemetrysystempro-
videsfor broadcastingdatain realtimethroughonetransmitterand
antennasystem.Inssmuchasthereenteringspacecraftexperienceom-
municationsblackout,it is necessaryto circumventthis problemwitha
delaytrain. Adelayedtapeunitwithadelaylongenoughto last through
theblackoutperiodstoresthesedatauntil thevehiclehasslowedto less
than10,000feetpersecond.At this time,all of themeasurementstha
occurreduringreentryarerebroadcastuntil impact.Thistechniquehas
beenveryusefulandis usedonall of thefive-stageScoutreentryshots
andtheFireProject.
Witharecoverablesystem,anonboardecoverablerecorderwill pro-
videadditionalredundancy.OnthePacemakervehicle,arecoverysystem
wasdeveloped,consistingof asequenceof drogue-chutesandparachutes
to provideagradualdescentintotheocean.Beaconsprovidelocations
aidsfor rapidrecoveryandall thedataareobtainedfromtheonboard
recorder.Thisrecoverytechniquesystemis indicatedin figure10.
FLIG_P-TESTPROGRAMS
Theprecedingsectionshavereviewedthetest conditionsthat can
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besimulatedhygroundfacilities andflight tests,andoutlinedflight-
test implementationin termsof availablelaunchvehiclesandmethodsof
dataacquisition.Withthis materialasabackground,theroleof simu-
lation in flight reentryexperimentscanbedeterminedbylookingat the
detailsof somespecificflight programs.Theflight programsto bedis-
cusseddealwithinvestigationsof oneormoreof thefollowingproblem
areas :
(i) Environmental (heating);
(2) Materials response;
(3) Communications problems; and
(h) Observables.
These categories are essentially areas of interest which will provide
basic data for determining design parameters and trade-offs in the design of
a full-scale spacecraft that must reenter the earth's atmosphere, such as
Apollo or future interplanetary exploration vehicles.
Environmental
The first environmental spacecraft to be discussed is the Scout ST-8
reentry package. A photograph of the spacecraft is shown in figure ii.
Spacecraft components and pertinent dimensions are presented in figure 12.
The chief feature of the environmental payload is the inconel nose cap
calorimeter, whose purpose was to provide quantitative total heat-transfer
information during the first 15 seconds of reentry. Beneath the inconel
nose cap was a teflon nose cap to protect the spacecraft and instrumentation
package. Ablation sensors were mounted on the front of the nose cap to
provide further information on the heating during the later part of the re-
entry. A canister contained the instrumentation, including the delay train
system described earlier, with the actual structure of the vehicle after-
body serving as the antenna.
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The sequence of events during reentry is indicated on the velocity-
altitude diagram in figure 13. Low-level calorimeter heating data were
obtained above 300,000 feet. The prime heating data occurred as the
spacecraft descended from 300,000 to 200,000 feet, where the inconel cs_
melted. After the inconel nose cap melted, the ablation sensors in the
teflon nose cap provided overall measurements of the ablation recession
due to total heat input. A typical temperature history obtained during
the prime heating period is shown in figure lh to indicate the good quality
of the data obtained from the flight.
A further step in investigation of hypervelocity environment has been
undertaken by the Fire Project which has primary emphasis on the heat-
transfer process at lunar return velocity of about 38,000 feet per second.
Figure 15 is a representation of the total heat pulse and radiative heat
pulse that would occur for a reentry at B7,O00 to 38,000 feet per second.
At this velocity, the total heat is predominately convective, but the speed
is sufficiently high for the radiative heating to become appreciable. At
the outset of the Fire Project, there was considerable speculation on
whether or not this radiative heating had a large input due to nonequl-
librium. A primary part of the Fire objective was to evaluate the non-
equilibrium radiation. Since then, however, estimates of nonequilibrium
heating indicate the problem to be considerably less serious than expected.
Nevertheless, a major objective of the Fire Project was the determination
of the total heating at high speeds and, in particular, the division of
the total heating between radiatiom and convection.
To facilitate this objective, total heat transfer was measured by
means of a rather complex succession of metal calorimeters on the front of
the spacecraft using thermocouples as sensors. Hot gas radiation was
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measuredthroughwindowsin thestagnationregion,at theshoulderof the
body,andin theafterbody.Spectralmeasurementsweremadeat thestag-
nationlocationandtotal radiometerswereprovidedat all threewindows.
Materialsresponse(regressionrates)andradioattenuationi formation
wasalsoobtained.
TheProjectFirereentrypackageandits supportingstructure(the
conicaladaptorontopof thelast-stagemotor)canbeseenin figure16.
Thereentrypackage,similarin shapeto theApollo,hadthreecalorimeters
whichweredesignedto beeffectiveat differenttimesdaringtheflight.
Thereasonfor usingthreecalorimetersis illustratedin figure17. It
is obviousthat asinglecalorimetercouldnotbedesignedto survive
theentireflight. Thetotal heatpulsecurveshowsthatportionof the
heatpulsefor whicheachof thethreecalorimeterswouldprovidedata.
Anablationmaterialwasplacedbetweenthecalorimetersto protecthe
subsequentcalorimeteruntil exposure.Therefore,withthis sequenceof
calorimeters,enoughof thetotal heatingpulsecurvecouldbeobtainedso
that,withtheaidof theory,theentireheatpulsecurvecouldbedeter-
mined.Figure18presentsthemissionprofileandthemajorsequenceof
eventsin theProjectFire trajectory.Reentryat avelocityof 37,800
feetpersecondoccurredin thevicinity of AscensionIsland,4500miles
downrangefromCapeKennedy,thelaunchsite.
Figure19presentsa summaryof flight-test dataavailablefrom
aerodynsmlcheatingenvironmentalexperiments.Mostof thedatahavebeen
obtainedfromblunt-nosedconflgurations.TheFireSpacecraftwhichwas
Apolloshapedandtheotherheatingprojectsweremainlybluntnosed.How-
ever,manyof thespacecraftthatwill fly in thefuturewill notnecessarily
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he blunt-nosed bodiea by any means. An experiment on which preliminary
work is currently being performed, utilizes the long, slender and rela-
tively sharp cone shown in figure 20. The objectives of the experiment
are to determine turbulent heat-transfer results at a velocity of approx-
imately 20,000 feet per second (approximately twice the speed for which
any similar data are available). These results are important not only
for long conical bodies, but for vehicles such as the space plane or any
type of glide reentry vehicle which operates at a relatively high Reynolds
number and depends on radiation heat transfer to dissipate some of its heat.
Thus, this vehicle must be long (i0 feet ) and flown at relatively low
altitudes for at least a portion of its trajectory to assure turbulent
flow over the last part of the cone.
Materials Repons e
In the materials response area, as discussed earlier by Mr. Brooks,
there have been diverse predictions made from the available ground test
data. Flight tests therefore are useful for determining which predictions
are most reliable. A sectioned view of a B-inch-diameter specimen tested
in an are-heated facility is shown in figure 21. A section of a heat
shield of the same material from a flight model _-hieh experienced a
similar total heating history is seen in figure 22. It is evident that
the char layer from the flight test is much thinner than that fr_n the
ground test.
In other cases, phenomena difficult to test on the ground can be
investigated. Figures 23 and 2h show the results of a flight test to
determine possible effects on heat shield behavior of meteorite damage
before reentry. The flat-faced model, roughly 6 inches in diameter, is
shown in figure 23 before flight. Three ablation sensors ere mounted
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across the front face and a i/4-inch-diameter hemispherical crater was
located approximately 1 1/2 inches from the stagnation point. A second
indentation, simulating meteorite damage, is seen on the cylindrical
portion of the spacecraft. The spacecraft was test flown on the Pace-
maker vehicle and recovered. Figure 24 shows the damage resulting from
the change in the flow field caused by the simulated meteorite damage.
The prime objective of the Scout R-4 experiment, flown August 18,
1964, was to provide a real environment test of a candidate material for
the Apollo heat shield to verify test work done in ground facilities.
As the spacecraft and experiment were discussed fully in the presentation
by Mr. Brooks, no further discussion is considered necessary.
Communication Problems
The communications blackout or attenuation of radio signals due to
the ionizing sheath around a spacecraft during reentry is currently being
investigated by the RAM (Radio Attenuation Measurements) program. Figure
25 indicates the velocity regimes for various ionization reactions, in-
cluding molecular, atomic, photo and electron-impact ionization. Also
noted in the figure are the regimes investigated by the RAM flight tests.
RAM A and B flights have produced good measurements of the attenuation
for V}LF C-band and X-band frequencies in the molecular ionization range
with straightaway or ascending flights. A considerable amount of work
has also been done in this regime with ICBM tests. Proposed RAM C flights
will investigate the velocity band where atomic ionization is fully develop-
ed. Future tests will measure the blackout region for flight velocities
above 30,000 feet per second.
A diagram of the RAM C spacecraft is shown in figure 26. The space-
craft is 20 inches in dismeter at the base, 38 inches long, and weighs
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severalhundredpounds.Theimportantthingsto noteonthediagramare
theVHF,C-band,andX-bandantennasystemswiththeassociatedtelemetry
equipment.
F_gure27 presents the C-band and VHF blackout regions. The bound-
aries were established with a combination of the theory and flight tests.
RAM and Mercury trajectories from which some of these data were obtained
are indicated on the figure as is the proposed Apollo trajectory.
Observables
NASA and the Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory are currently en-
gaged in a joint project whose purpose is to create artificial meteors.
The objectives of this project are found in figure 28.
Trailblazer I and II vehicles were used to impart reentry velocities
of approximately 34,000 feet per second to a simulated meteor. A 5-inch-
diameter rocket motor was mounted atop the four-stage vehicle. A shaped-
charge accelerator was connected to the fifth-stage spherical motor as
shown in figure 29. After burnout of the fifth stage, the shaped charge
is detonated, compressing the spit-back tube into a pellet which is pro-
pelled through the inhibitor as an artificial metoer at extremely high
velocity. The velocity, deceleration, light intensity, and spectra of
the simulated meteor can be measured. Also, with the aid of ground test
firings, pellets can be recovered and the mass and shape determined.
Thus, by injecting an artificial meteor of approximately known mass
at a known velocity and at a location where observation stations have been
placed, it is possible to calibrate observables for natural meteors to
determine more accurately the luminous and ionization efficiency.
A typical meteor reentry flight profile is shown in figure 30. The
first t_o stages fire upward to attain an altitude of about a million feet
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andthelast threestagesandshaped-chargeacceleratorfire downwardto
impartheneededreentryvelocity. LaunchedfromWallopsI land,thepellet
impactsomei00nauticalmilesdownrange,makingtheeastcoastfromWallops
to Hatterasavailablefor settingupopticalandradarobservationsites.
Othermeteorsimulationtests,usingtwo-stageNike-Cajunvehicleswiththe
shaped-chargeaccelerator,haveproducedreentryat lowervelocitiesto pro-
videluminousefficiencydataoverarangeof reentryvelocitieS.Figure31
showssomeresultsof theMeteorSimulationProject.Thetheoryof _ik,
developedin 1958,for theluminousefficiencyof meteorsi indicatedfor
arangeof reentryvelocities.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Theforegoingdiscussionhasshownthewayin whichflight testing
supplements,extends,andreinforcestheusefulnessof datafromground
test facilities. Flighttestscanprovideananchorpointin evaluating
groundtestdata. Althoughflight testscanavoidsomeof the inherent
problemsof groundfacilities, theyareexpensive,puttinga premiumon
eachtest to providethemostdatathat canbeacquired.
Theportionsof thereentryflight spectrumwhichcanbesimulatedby
"hot"and"cold"groundfacilities arereviewedandsomeof thecurrentflight
programsfor obtainingdatain theApolloReentryEnvelopearediscussed.
Theprogramsarecategorizedasto (i) environment(heating),(2) materials
response, (3) communication problems, and (h) observables. A discussion
of the launch vehicles, unknown parameters, and methods of data acquisition
for each program is presented.
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BACKGROUND OF PITJDTED SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT _'_
by -" J
C. B. Westbrook _#
Wrlght-Patterson AFB
In this paper a review is made of the piloted simulation facilities
commonly used in the United States. An attempt is made to classify these
facilities and to understand how and why these facilities are needed and
came into being and how they are used. Same thoughts on the philosophy
of use of simulation are offered and conclusions presented. _,_
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the use of piloted simulators has become more and more
widespread in the research and development process. In th_s paper a review
is made of the simulation facilities in use in the aerospace industry and
related organizations. An attempt is made to classify these facilities and
to understand how and why these facilities are needed and came into being,
and how they are used. It is hoped that this collection of information,
the codifications, and the conclusions may be of benefit to those who use
and are planning to use simulation facilities.
Before proceeding further, it is desirable to discuss the definition of
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thewordsimulator.Ascommonlyusedbyvariousindividualsof differing
interests,it hasaratherwidelyvaryingdefinition. Simulatorscanbe
consideredin themostbroadsenseasfacilities whichwill allowananalog
representationf aparticularcontrolelement,combinationf control
elementsor thecompleteflight control- airframe- pilot system.This
wouldincludesimulatorsto obtaindataoncontrolhardware,thehumanpilot
andhisdisplay,theairframewithelasticity,andthecompletesystem.This
paperis particularlydirectedat pilotedsimulators,thosein whichahuman
operatorperformsacontroltask;however,it is felt thatconsiderationf
thewidespectrumof simulatorsunderthis broadefinitionis usefulin
givingaperspectiveiewof thesubject.
CATEGORIZATIONANDESCRIPTIONOFSIMULATORS
Therearenumerouswaysinwhichsimulatorscanbeclassifiedor grouped.
Severalwayswill bediscussedbriefly. First thereis thehazyconceptof
computationasdifferentiatedfromsimulation.Anotherwayof lookingat
simulatorsi bythephaseof researchanddevelopmentinwhichtheyare
commonlyused.It will beobservedthatthis divisiondoesnotoccurvery
neatly. Finally,simulatorscanbecategorizedrelativeto theelementor
elementsof theflight controlsystemthattheyareintendedto obtainin-
formationon.
First, let uslookat theareaof simulatorsversuscomputation,for a
moment.In 1935,Muellerat MassachusettsInstituteof Technologydevisedan
electricaldevicefor solvingthelongitudinalstability equations.In
Reference1.35in additionto reportingtheresultof hiswork,hepredicts
thepossibilitiesof extendinghis deviceto realtimeandevento useof
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handcontrolsandperhapsinvestigationof pilot training. DuringWorld
WarII andtheyearsimmediatelyfollowing,rapidprogresswas made in
development and application of differential analyzers. By 1948, electronic
analog c_nputers of significance were beginning to he available. The
availability of these computers made possible the development of flight
control system simulators as we know them tods_. All major aircraft com-
panies in the United States have large general purpose analog computer
facilities, ranging in size from 200 to 600 operational smplifiers or even
larger. While simulators themselves, in a sense, these analog computers
are used both for general computational purposes and also for connection
with a cockpit and/or equipment to form a simulator.
While not a simulator by any stretch of the word, digital computers
are making spectacular progress and have m_de improvement possible in
scientific and engineering computations. A number of advanced operational
flight simulators already use digital computers. It is undoubtedly true
that the availability of these powerful tools will make possible further
drastic improvements in simulation as they have done already in computatien.
The phase of research and development of aerospace vehicles that you
are concerned with influences considerably your choice of and use of simula-
tors. These phases can be listed as (1) research, (2) preliminary,design,
(3) development, (4) flight test and (5) training and operational use. First
is the research phase in which knowledge is gathered on various subjects of
interest. Upon initiation of a program to design and build a vehicle, the
preliminary design phase is encountered followed by detailed development of
the vehicle and all of its components. The flight testing phase has its
special needs for simulation. Finally, the phase is reached where the ve-
hicles are in production and use and the operational commands are faced with
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trainingandmaintainingtheproficiencyof their crews.
Thoseusingresearchanddevelopmentsimulatorscanthankthetraining
simulatorpeoplefor providingthemotivationfor andthedevelopmentof
manyof thetechniquesandequipmentsecessaryfor whatis used.Muchof
the literatureonsimulationi pastyearsnowrelatesto this area.During
theearlyyears,WorldWarII andsomewhatbefore,varioustechniquesand
devicescalledtrainersweredevelopedto meetthevasttrainingproblems.
Hundredsof millionsof dollarswerespentontrainersduringWorldWarII
in theUnitedStatesalone.Expertopinionis thatthis expendituresaved
muchoveractualflight, in fact, thattrainingin flight wouldhavebeenim-
possible.With theavailabilityof analogcomputersin thelate forties,
moderntrainingsimulatorsbecameapossibility. Alsoafactorwasthe
developmenta davailabilityof improvedconceptsandknowledgeaboutservo
systemsandcomponentsdevelopedinWorldWarII, especiallyin Germany.
Modernoperationaltrainingsimulatorsarelargeexpensived vicescare-
fully designedto simulateasnearlyaspossibletheactualcockpitenvir-
oamentandthecharacteristicsof theproductionvehicle.Asamatterof
fact, however,numerousanalyseshaveshownthatthesetrainerscanquickly
savefar morethantheycostin reducingexpensiveflight timeneededto
maintainpilot proficiencyparticularlyin suchareasasinstrumentflight
andsimulatedemergencies.
Thereis nosharplinebetweenthefirst fourphasesin thekindof
simulatorsusedaswill beapparentin laterdiscussions.Theoperational
trainerbecauseof thespecialneedsandthespecialeconomicfactors
involvedhasbQenessentiallya clearlyseparatedcategory.In viewof the
verylimitedproductionof futurevehiclesandtheir highlyspecializedand
complicatednaturethis sharpline of demarcationmaynotremain.
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Simulatorsdogroupthemselves,to adegree,withregardto theelement
or elementsof theflight controlsystemthattheyaretoprovideinformation
about.Toillustratem_definitionof theflight controlsystem consider
Figure 1. This block diagram has a block representing the human pilot, a
block representing the control equipment needed inside the vehicle, and a
block representing the dynamic characteristics of the airframe. Simulators
as used with respect to each of these system elements will be discussed.
Finally and most important of all to the system engineer, simulators
to examine and evaluate the total flight ccmtrol system consisting of all
these elements will be discussed.
Assemblies of the various components of, for example, the hydraulic or
electrical systems are often made. In some cases, these assemblies and the
test performed tend to become complex and to verge on what could be called
simulation. In general, however, the inclination is to call these bench or
laboratory tests unless combined with the airfrsme dynamics and a pilot.
And now for a few words on the block representing the human pilot.
A great variety of simulators have been and are being used to determine
man's tolerance to cme or more of the environmental comditicms that he m_V
encounter. There are centrifuges and various other devices to subject men
to accelerations, air bearing platforms and water tanks to attempt to sim-
ulate zero g, and airplanes to actually demonstrate zero g. Chambers exist
to subject men to intolerable noise and chambers to impose absolute quiet.
Men have been exposed to extreme cold and roasted to high temperatures in
other tests. Ccafinement capsules resembling cockpits and space cabins
are being utilized. Simulators have been and are being used to determine
the dynamic characteristics of the human pilot as a servo element.
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Thesesimulatorshavebeenof thesimplefixedbasetypeandwill be
discusseda little laterwhenconsideringsimulatorsto examinethecom-
pleteflight controlsystem.
Toagreatextent,thediscussionto this pointhasbeenin thenature
of givingperspectiveto thesubjectof simulation.Thisis important,it
is believed,in understandingeachother,understandinghowthetrendto
simulationcameabout,andmakingdeterminationsof futuretrends.At this
point,simulatorsof thecompleteflight controlsystemwill bediscussed.
These,nodoubt,arewhatmanyfirst thinkof whensimulationis mentioned.
Abewilderingvarietyof simulatorsi beingusedto analyzethe
flight controlsystemasawhole.Figure2is anattemptto breakthese
facilities downi somelogicalgrouping.Thefirst naturalgroupingis
betweengroundbasedandflight.
Figure2 dividesthegroundbasedsimulatorsintogroupsasto the
motionsthatcanbeimpartedto thepilot; nomotion,rotations,trans-
lations,andcombinationsof rotationandtranslation.In AppendixI are
listedvariousflight controlsystemsimulatorsthatareavailable.This
listing is undoubtedlynotcomplete.Theclassof simplecockpit- analog
computersimulatorthat is socommonin theindustryandthevariousre-
searchorganizationshasbeenexcluded.
Themajorityof thefixedbase,andthemotionsimulatorsaswell,use
instrumentdisplays,theserangefromsimplescopeordial instrumentdis-
playsto elaboratedisplaysimulators.Externaldisplaysimulatorsarebe-
cemingmorecommon,usuallyfor approachandlandingstudies,VTOLinves-
tigations,andto simulatethespacenvironment.Thecompletemissionof an
orbitalvehiclecanbesimulatedat anumberof facilities.
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In a fe_ cases, an atte_pt to simulate accelerations has been made by
pulling an the shoulder straps or e_rting pressure on the seat cushions.
This is indicated by the "pseudo G" block of Figure 2. The worth of this
feature in improving correlation of data with actual flight is not known.
It has become standard practice in aircraft and missile development
to make use of a category of simulator that is cai_led the "iron bird" or
the "iron monster". This category is of great importance in the design and
developn_nt process. The first step in the development of an "iron bird"
is normally the use of a simple cockpit - analog cc_puter simulator.
Simulators such as this can be quickly built up and adapted to the problems
of the particular mission and configuration by connection with the analog
computer facilities that are available in all co_anies.
As the design of the vehicle progresses and cmmmlx_aemts of the control
system are designed and begin to be available, the "Irom bird" sim_tlator
is built. Normally, these simulators go through a continuous refinem_mt
process all through the years of development starting with little actual
equipment, then insertion of early components and then the production hard-
ware. The cockpit also normally shows such a growth starting with simple
controls and presentation and finally, in some cases, a very complete mock
up. In some cases where it is felt necessary, structural elasticity effects
are included to provide adequate simulation. The simulation of the sero-
dynamic characteristics also undergoes continuous revision as knowledge of
the airplane grows with analyses and wind tunnel tests performed.
In certain cases of extremely complex systems, a seecad partial "iron
bird" may be built to obtain reliability and qualification information on
the system and the components in addition to the system performance informa-
tion normally sought on the "iron bird".
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In some cases a final stage of simulation would be to connect the
actual airpalne system with analog computers to prove the performance.
Referring back to Figure 2, let us pass on to a brief discussion of
the various motion simulators in use. Very few, if any, simulators are now
available with only one rotational degree of freedom. Depending on the
intended function of the simulator, two or three rotational degrees of
freedom will normally be incorporated. An example of two rotations is the
pitch roll chair used in past years at NASA. A number of three rotational
degree of freedom simulators have recently ccme into being, motivated basic-
ially by interest in space vehicles, VTOL configurations, and reaction con-
trols. Many of these devices utilize air bearings and in some cases they
are quite elaborate. NASA -Lewis has a four gimbal type simulator in which
high spin rates are possible.
The rotation simulators of the Link trainer type have limitations on
the rotational travel. By incorporating initial motion into the simulator and
then "washing out" the motion in actuality but continuing it on the instruments,
what is said to be a very effective simulation of continuous motion is ob-
tained. This capability is incorporated in the Air Force general purpose
simulator and is referred to in Figure 2 as "pseudo motion".
Centrifuges, as is known, have been used to produce steady g forces on
pilots to determine their tolerance and capabilities while enduring these
forces. At the Naval Air Development Center at Johnsville, Pennsylvania, a
facility is available which combines a centrifuge with a piloted capsule with
two rotational degrees of freedom. Much interesting work was done on this
facility with respect to the X-15 program.
An interesting facility to simulate zero g was investigated by Lockheed,
Marietta, Georgia. This facility simulates zero g by spinning a man submerged
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in _raterabout his longitudinal axis.
_e only simulator that the author knows of that has Just one transla-
tional degree of freedom and no rotational freedom is the g seat at G/D,
designed to study turbulence at low altitudes. Normally if translatiomal
degrees of freedam are included s_ne rotational degrees are also included
such as on the pitch - heaving g seats available at NASA - Langley and
North American, Columbus.
Grumman has a unique facility which incorporates pitch_ roll, and heave.
It has both external and internal display and incorporates '_ash out" to
simulate large motions. It is especially useful for VTOL, low altitude
flight, and approach and landing studies.
A large simulator is available at Bell-Dallas to study VTOL problems.
This simulator has a three degree of freedom cabin mounted on a strut. This
strut can be moved up and down to provide heaving to the cabin and also can
be moved in the other two dlirections to provide a corrected vertical accelera-
tion as the cabin is rotated.
NASA - Ames has a six degree of freedom simulator which has a three
rotation cabin able to translate to a limited degree in all three axes.
This would be intended for V/STOL and approach and laudin_ studies.
Another impressive facility is the NASA - Ames facility having a three
rotational degree of freedom cabin able to translate vertically, mounted on
a centrifuge.
A number of very elaborate and expensive simulators have been built or
are in construction to simulate various space missions, rendezvous, docking,
lunar approach, and lunar landing. Expecially worthy of mention are the
several simulators at NASA - Langley, LOLA and the Lunar Landing Facility.
To provide the various motions to the simulators as discussed, results
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in additionalcomplexityandcostsothat, in general,aswemovefromleft
to rightonFigure2 the problems of constructing and operating the simula-
tors are increased.
The purpose in adding these motions to the simulators, of course, is to
add fidelity to the simulation, improving the correlation with actual flight.
Unfortunately, this correlation is in a very imperfect stage and the answer
to what is the minimum motion to provide acceptable fidelity of simulation
is not available.
It is quite possible for motion of one sort or another introduced into
a simulator, while being impressive to see, to do more harm than good as far
as giving results comparable to the flight situation.
About fifteen years ago as a result of the newly developed knowledge and
ability in artificial I stability and computation, an idea was born of a flight
research facility which has been called the variable stability airplane. At
the present stage of advanced concepts, a better name might be in-flight
simulation. The latest versions do much more than vary the stability. In
Appendix II of this paper are listed all of the variable stability aircraft
of which the author has knowledge, in more or less chronological order. The
development of the concept and the increasing complexity and also capability
of these aircraft can be followed by reading through this listing and the
descriptions. The listing starts with the Cornell-Navy F4U-5 and has reached
its high point with the Air Force-Cornell T-33. The Air Force-Cornell T-33
has the features of variable stability, control, feel, display and L/D. It
has the capability to vary stability and control characteristics with time
such as occurs in a re-entry. It does not as yet have the ability to vary
C L without varying other derivatives. This would be a desirable addition.
The T-B3 can also be used as a fixed base ground simulator by connecting it
to an analog computer in its hanger.
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In theareaof V/STOLvariablestability aircraft,NASA- Ameshasa
limitedvariablestability installationin anX-14aircraftandNASA- Langley
hasaninstallationin ahelicopter.Comingin thefutureis anewaircraft,
theX-22,whichis designedfromthebeginning as a variable stability ma-
chine.
Being such a realistic simulator when properly done, the variable sta-
bility aircraft is a most valuable research tool. It is also valuable in
evaluation of preliminary design concepts and in training and indoctrinating
flight test pilots. The concept has been proposed for uSe in operational
trainers. Enthusiasts have even proposed a Imiversal trainer using variable
stability ideaS. Such thinking does not recognize the practical limitations
and difficulties that exist. There may be certain possibilities in this idea
for the future, however.
Experience has shown that, in c_mo_ with most flight tests, use of these
airplanes for research and development is expensive and time cc_suming for
each data point obtained. In the opinion of the author the most suitable
usage of these airplanes is to make final checks and correlations of data
points that have been explored as well as possible in ground simulators.
See Appendix III for extensive references to variable stability aircraft.
TYPICAL USE OF SIMULATION IN EESEARCH AND _EVELOPMENT
At this point it may be interesting to indicate what would be typical
use of simulators during the research and development cycle.
Figure 3 shows the variouS phases of this cycee. Relatively simple
fixed base simulators are widely uSed in research programs involving the
human pilot. For research purposes, this simplicity is not necessari_ a
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handicap.It is moreimportantto carefullycontroltheexperimentand
specifythecontrolledelementpreciselythanto cometo asexactsimilitude
aspossible.
Therearemanybasicstudiesyet to beperformedonthepilot-vehicle
combinationf r whichextremelysimplesimulationis entirelyadequate.For
example,useis still beingmadeof Dr.Elkind'sdata,obtainedat MITmany
yearsago,followingatargetona scopewithanelectronicpointer. These
basicstudiesandtheassociatedsimplesimulatorsareparticularlysuitable
for theuniversityenvironment.Oneuniversity,Princeton,hasavariable
stability aircraft, aNavion.It hasa simpleinstallation,however,it is
averyeffectivetool for demonstrationsa dresearchstudieseitherby
thesisstudentsor the faculty. Government facilities, as has been shown,
have and operate many elaborate simulators for research purposes. There is
tendency for these studies to become oriented to some system under study or
development such as Apollo, SST, CX-HLS, C-142, etc. These studies then
tend to be related to one later phase of the research and develol_nent pro-
cess.
The three phases of primary importance to an aircraft company are shown
in the center of Figure 3. During the preliminary design extensive use of
the simple cockpit simulator would be made to firm up design requirements
and to give information on specific problem areas not sufficiently covered
by general research programs. Considerable variation in the extent of these
programs would be caused by the mission and configuration. For instance, at
the present time this phase of simulation would be considerably higher if a
VTOL fighter were under consideration than if a more conventional fighter were
in design. As is no doubt obvious both the kinds of simulators used and the
types of programs conducted are very similar to those in the research phase.
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Variablestability aircraftcanandhavebeenof usein examiningparticular
problemareasof specificdesignsnotsufficientlyunderstood.
In thedetaileddevelopmentphase,heavyemphasisis laid onthe"iron
bird"simulator.In anottoosophisticatedsystemos_of theeffortmay
beplacedontheequipmentdevelopmenta dprooftesting. Preliminary
exposureof theflight test groupto thecharacteristicsof thesystemwill
beprovidedin orderto allowproperplanningof theflight testprogram.
In viewof theelaboratenessof the"ironbird"simulator,consider-
ableexpenseis involvedinbothconstructingand operating it. However,
its use is universally endorsed by the industry, with no exceptions to the
knowledge of the author, as a time and money saver. Basically its use is a
function of the complexity of the design, the degree to which the design is
pushing the state of the art, and, related to the first two, the dollar cost
of the system. With the tremendous cost of bringing a design to the flight
test stage, the fantastic cost of flight test time, and the horrendous economic
waste caused by mistakes, miscalculations, and redesign, the "iron bird" is
felt by all to be an essential.
As the s/rcraft progresses into the flight test stage, increased em-
phasis may again be placed on the cockpit simulator. The dust may be brushed
off the simple simulator and it may be improved to demonstrate dangerous
conditions to the pilots and to guide the test program. The "iron bird" is
utilized in evaluating the final equipment to be used in the production air-
craft.
If the particular design is conventional both in aerodsrnamic configura-
tion and its control system and is of relatively low performance, simulators
may not be used. A Judgment that they are not needed would be based on the
economic factors referred to previously and to what coUld be called a
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"confidencefactor". This"confidencefactor"is a functionof howsurethe
engineersareof their knowledgeandtheoreticalcalculations.Suchcases
withahigh"confidencefactor"will beveryfewin thefuture.
Ontheotherextremearethedesignswhichpushthestateof theart
to theextremesuchasDynaSoar,andcertainlyApollo. In thesecases
researchtypeinformationis neededandwill begatheredthrough all the
phases indicated. Extremely complex simulation can be easily justified on
the basis of the high cost of the total system. Much of the equipment is
necessarily of high performance or of new design and consequently needs
much simulator evaluation. Pilot training needs are much greater than
normal. In view of the research nature of many such vehicles, the oper-
ational use phase merges into the normal flight test phase with resulting
readjustments in the consideration of flight test and operational training
simulators.
Users of aircraft, the operational commands of the services and the
airlines, are most concerned with the operational use phase. As has been
discussed, very elaborate operational trainers have become very common.
The accent has been on procedural training. Exact matching of the dynamic
behavior has not been an essential objective and only recently have any
motion cues been considered worthy of providing. There is now interest in
the Air Force in providing motion cues to simulate various maneuvers and
emergency conditions. Even the airlines have become interested as a result
of the recent series of incidents and accidents of Jet transports caused by
turbulence initiated maneuvers. There has been considerable interest by the
airlines and FAA in use of a variable stability aircraft as a final operat-
ional trainer for SST operation.
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NEEDFORANDPHILOSOPHYFUSEOFSIMULATION
In themain,thediscussionto this pointhas been concerned with "what"
simulators are available and in use. Some of the discussion has been con-
cerned with "where" these simulators are used. Some cc_nents have been made
as to "how" this trend became possible, basically the availability of com-
putation equipment and servo system knowledge and capability. It ma_ be
interesting to examine briefly sc_ue of the underlying reasons "why" this
trend has become established and is expanding.
Fundamentally, simulators are used where basic knowledge is weak,
complex interrelationships are not fully understood and calculations,
estimates, or Judgments are not trusted. In other words the confidence
factor, referred to previously, is low. Also involved are the econcsnic
factors. With a modern complex weapon system, the costs of carrying a de-
sign through the flight test phase ma_ be a billion dollars or more. Shown
on Figure 4 are some facts on system costs. If we w_re to include systems
such as Apollo, or beyond, on the chart the costs would really go to an
asymptote. When we examine the configuration, the speed regimes to be
traversed, and the complexity of_the vehicle to perform its mission, the
reasons for differences in cost between the Wright Flyer and the F-Ill
become apparent. These economic "facts of life" underlie any discussion
of the trend to simulation.
Another factor to be considered is the fact that for modern systems
there may be no extensive production, as such, to eliminate "bugs". Under
such conditions major errors or deficiencies in the design are intolerable.
The use of simulation is affected by the philosophy of development of
new aircraft in a country. Rapid exploitation of the state of the art invites
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the"cutandtry" approach.Suchaphilosophyasbeenfollowedin the
UnitedStates,exemplifiedbytheresearchseriesof aircraft. If the
developmentof newtypesof aircraftproceededat a slowsteadypace,
research would normally be properly accomplished prior to initiation of
the design and a designer would not have the compulsion to use such ex-
tensive simulation. This rapid pace of development application of know-
ledge, however, has become a way of life and it is not believed that it
will change under present conditions.
From the above factors a continual and increasing trend toward complex
simulation can he predicted. There is a very real danger involved, however.
Simulators are not only costly in dollars to build and operate but more
importantly they are costly in technical talent to operate. Technical
talent of high grade is not plentiful and if too much is tied up in work
related to simulation, to the detriment of analytical studies and planning,
the consequences can be serious. Most serious of all is the type of attitude
that sometimes develops, to simulate without thinking. This is deadly. It
results in blind repetitive programs of little real worth.
This is not to imply opposition to simulation, to the contrary. Rather
it is a plea for their intelligent use.
Another thought related to the above is with regard to the organization
of simulator groups. It is the author's feeling that simulator groups many
times tend to look on the simulator facility as their goal and try to con-
tinually develop and improve it whether it is needed or not. It appears much
preferable for an organization to he problem oriented, having and using
simulators as necessary to solve their problems.
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CC_CLUSIONS
In the preceding discussion an attempt has been made to give some
perspective to the subject by classification of simnlators in various waMs,
a review of various facilities available in the United States and same
historical background given. Discussed in more detail were flight control
system simulators, particularly the "iron bird" type used extensively in
development. An indication of the typical use of simulators in research
and development was made. Finally some notes on the need for any philosophy
of use of simulators were made.
In closing, it can be stated that simulation is a tool, use it as such
and do not let it use you.
The assistance of R. Sickeler, P. Pietrzak and F/L Harris, RCAF in pre-
paring the Appendices following is acknowledged.
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